
ABSTRACT 
 
 

PORBENI, FRANCIS EBIKEFE.  SOLID-STATE 13C-NMR INVESTIGATION OF 

DI- AND TRI-BLOCK BIODEGRADABLE COPOLYMERS ISOLATED IN THEIR 

INCLUSION COMPOUNDS WITH CYCLODEXTRIN.  (Under the direction of Prof. 

Alan E. Tonelli.) 

 We have synthesized and characterized two biodegradable copolymers: poly(ε-

caprolactone)-poly(L-lactide), (PCL-b-PLLA) diblock copolymer, and poly(ε-

caprolactone)-poly(propylene glycol), (PCL-PPG-PCL) triblock copolymer.  The lengths 

of each block in the diblock were determined to be: PCL = 92 and PLLA = 84.  While in 

the tri-block, each PCL block length was found to be 45, and the PPG was 60.  Inclusion 

compounds (ICs) of these copolymers with α- and γ- cyclodextrins (CDs) were formed 

and characterized. The solid crystals of the ICs were found to be in the channel packing 

mode, allowing the copolymers to be isolated as straight chains within the cylindrical 

channels of the CDs.  We have investigated the conformations and dynamics of the 

isolated di- and triblock copolymer chains entrapped within the channels of α- and γ-

cyclodextrins (CD) using solid-state 13C-NMR techniques.  The PCL block chains 

isolated within the cavities of α- and γ-CDs, adopt a conformation similar to that of PCL 

crystalline blocks in the bulk semi-crystalline di- and tri-block copolymers.  The spin-

lattice relaxation time T1C measurements confirmed the semi-crystalline morphology of 

both of these copolymers. A dramatic difference was observed in the mobility of the 

polymer chains in the bulk compared to the ICs.  In the absence of intermolecular 

interactions, the isolated chains experienced increased mobility relative to their behavior 



in the bulk.  This result reflects the role of cooperative interactions between the polymer 

chains in both the bulk di- and tri-block copolymers.  The length scale of proton spin 

diffusion was probed using T1H and T1ρH. T1H in the bulk copolymers averaged to a single 

value, while the T1ρΗ indicated that the copolymers were phase-separated. In the ICs, 

exchange of proton magnetization through spin diffusion was observed between the 

polymer chains and the CDs, but it was not complete.  Two-dimensional solid-state 

heteronuclear correlation method was also employed to monitor proton communication in 

these samples.  Intra-block exchange of proton magnetization was observed in the bulk 

copolymers at short mixing times.  In the ICs, intra-block 1H-1H spin communication was 

observed for the isolated chains. In spite of the physical closeness between the isolated 

chains and CD molecules, efficient proton spin diffusion was not observed.   
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The everyday usage of polymeric materials has become very common and ubiquitous.  In 

spite of this, efforts at extending the application of polymer based materials still remain an 

active pursuit of the chemical enterprise.1 A critical component in advancing the utility of 

polymeric materials is the need to characterize and understand the various factors that 

influence their end-use properties.  Chief among these factors are: 

i. The average molecular weight of the polymer. 

ii. The molecular weight distribution of the polymer. 

iii. The microstructure of the polymer. 

It is generally known that two polymers may have similar molecular weight distributions and 

chemical structures, but can differ greatly in their properties.  One polymer may be soft, 

flexible and amorphous, while the other will be hard, rigid and crystalline.  Furthermore, 

apart from the nature of intra- and inter-molecular interactions that influences the aggregation 

of polymer chains in the bulk state; the bulk aggregation of polymer chains also depends on 

the way monomer units are linked to each other in the polymer chain.  This connectivity of 

the monomer units defines the microstructure of the polymer, and it is based on: 

i. The chemical nature (organic or inorganic; homo-polymer or copolymer) of the 

polymer. 

ii. The geometrical structure (spatial arrangement of monomer units) of the polymer. 

To understand the geometrical structure of polymers, we need to define two commonly used 

terms: Polymer configuration and polymer conformation.  Polymer configuration describes 

the stereo-chemical arrangements of the atoms fixed by chemical bonds in the polymer chain.  

A polymer’s configuration can only be altered by the breaking of covalent bonds, while the 
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conformation of a polymer molecule is the spatial arrangement of segments due to rotations 

about single backbone bonds of the chain. 

Studying the behavior of isolated polymer chains in solution at the theta condition provides 

useful information about the conformations of polymer chains; which may be related to its 

overall size and shape.2 Also knowledge of the role intra- and intermolecular interactions 

play in the packing mode of crystalline polymers have been related to their conformations.3 

Theoretical models have been developed to obtain information on the conformation-

dependent physical properties of polymer molecules by averaging over the numerous 

possible conformations accessible to the polymer chains.4 However, it is also very useful to 

have an empirical model, whereby we can study isolated polymer chains in the solid-state, 

the condition under which polymeric materials are typically used.5   

A practical approach to the formation of isolated polymer chains in the solid-state is by the 

formation of inclusion compounds (ICs) between small molecules (hosts) with polymers 

(guest).6 Using this approach, individual polymer chains are isolated from the influence of 

the pervasive cooperative interactions that is very dominant among polymer chains in the 

bulk.  A few small molecules: Urea (U), perhydrotriphenylene (PHTP), cyclotriphosphazenes 

(CTPP), and cyclodextrins (CD) have served very well as host species, and polymer-ICs of 

U7, PHTP8, CTPP9, and CD10, have been well characterized in terms of their formation 

mechanisms and structural properties.  Illustrations of the ICs formed with these host 

materials are shown in Figure 1. 

In this research, we have selected solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy as the 

technique of choice to investigate the morphological and dynamic characteristics of bulk 

polymers and their ICs with cyclodextrins.  Solid-state 13C-NMR is undoubtedly the  
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Figure 1.  View down the channel of the (a) n-hexadecane-U-IC,7c (b) polybutadiene 
PHTP-IC crystal,8 (c ) c-axis of polyethylene-CTPP-IC,9 (d) side view of PEG-α-CD-
IC.10a 
 

preeminent experimental technique used in the study of polymers in the solid-state.11 It 

provides useful information regarding polymer chain conformation, the nature of packing in 

the crystalline phase, and can elucidate the heterogeneous phases in semi-crystalline 

polymers.  Also the dynamic motional character of polymer chains can be observed by 

conducting various relaxation experiments due to the sensitivity of NMR relaxation 

experiments to the frequencies of molecular motion in polymers.  Through solid-state 13C-
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NMR relaxation experiments, the extent of miscibility at the molecular level between 

different spatial domains of polymer blends and segments of block copolymers can also be 

inferred.  Two-dimensional hetero-nuclear correlation experiments also add to the wealth of 

information that can be obtained regarding polymer miscibility.  Given these array of 

potential methods, solid-state 13C-NMR is an appropriate investigative tool to use in studying 

the conformation and dynamic character of polymer chains isolated in their ICs. 

In this work, we review the available literature on solid-state 13C-NMR studies of polymer 

ICs and present further evidence of the applicability of solid-state 13C-NMR in the study of 

polymer-ICs, which serve as useful models to study the conformation and motional behaviors 

of isolated polymer chains.  We also studied the morphology and motional characteristics of 

bulk and isolated chains of biodegradable di- and tri-block copolymers of poly(ε-

caprolactone) PCL, polylactic acid PLLA,  and poly(propylene glycol) PPG. 
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2.  BACKGROUND 

Inclusion compounds fall in the class of supramolecular compounds, the chemistry of which 

was defined by the Nobel-laureate Jean-Marie Lehn as the “Chemistry of molecular 

assemblies and of intermolecular bonds.”12a In the investigation of the interactions between 

pasteurized milk and urea, Bergen12b discovered serendipitously that urea has the ability to 

encapsulate linear organic molecules within the hollow channels (~ 5.5 Å), of its crystalline 

clathrates.  Since then a wide range of host matrices have been observed to encapsulate 

several guest molecules.13 In the field of polymer science, four host matrices: Urea U, 

perhydrotriphenylene PHTP, cyclotrisphosphazenes CTPP, and cyclodextrins CDs, have 

shown a capacity for forming crystalline adducts with polymers.  A major impetus for 

polymer IC formation is to extract valuable information regarding the conformation and 

motional dynamics of single isolated polymer chains. The need for fundamental 

understanding of the physical properties of individual molecules is becoming increasingly 

important given the drive towards fabrication of nano-scale devices.  A fore-runner to the 

study of single, isolated polymer chains was the need to characterize the conformations and 

the dynamics of isolated linear n-alkyl chains.14-19 These properties are important in 

understanding the structure-property relationships in biological membranes,20 and the 

dynamics of liquid crystals.21 

2.1. Solid-State 13C-NMR of Polymer-PHTP ICs 

The potential of using PHTP-ICs as a model to study the conformations and molecular 

dynamic properties of polymers was immediately recognized after the synthesis of PHTP.22  

PHTP was well suited as an appropriate host for polymers since its hydrophobic core 

eliminates the possibility for strong intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen-bonding 
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between the host and guest.  However, the active study of the conformations and dynamic 

mobility of isolated polymer chains within PHTP channels did not commence until 1989.23 A 

useful tool for this investigation was solid-state 13C-NMR, since the carbon chemical shifts 

are very sensitive to the local conformations, and thus the molecular microstructures of the 

species, and also the nature of packing in the polymer-IC crystals.  Also the spin-lattice 

relaxation times facilitate the investigation of the intrinsic molecular mobility of the isolated 

polymer chains, and by inference, the contributions made by intra- or inter-molecular 

interactions to the polymer properties can be deduced.  Sozzani et al.23 studied the structure 

and mobility of 1,4-trans-polybutadiene (TPBD) within the channel of PHTP using solid 

state 13C-NMR.  They observed that the chemical shifts of the included polymer at 130.9 and 

35.6 ppm were similar to those of the form II – high temperature crystalline 1,4-trans- 

polybutadiene.24 But when the polymer was released from the PHTP channels, its chemical 

shifts at 132.4 and 36.7 ppm matched well with those of the form I 1,4-trans-polybutadiene.  

This illustrates how polymer-ICs can be used to understand polymer chain conformations.         

The spin-lattice relaxation times (8 – 10 s) of the isolated polymer chains in its PHTP-IC 

were also found to be quite close to those of the form II bulk crystals (9 – 12 s) at 60 - 70 OC 

(Table 1).  Since in the IC a polymer chain is isolated from neighboring chains, thereby 

eliminating intermolecular interactions, T1C data suggests, that at the elevated temperatures 

studied, intra-molecular interactions will be more dominant in dictating the mobility of the 

bulk polymer. 
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Table 1: Chemical Shifts and T1C values for 1,4-trans – Polybutadiene in 
Perhydrotriphenylene (PHTP)-IC and in the Bulk 

 
                                            PHTP-IC 

                         T1, s  carbon chemical shift, ppm 
333 K  363 K 

CH= 130.9 10.0 10.0 
 129.3   6.4   6.8 
CH2   35.6   8.0  
CD2   34.5 ~14.0  
 
 
                                    Bulk Native Polymer 
                    T1, s  
  chemical shift, ppm  294 K 343 K 
carbon form I form II form I form II 
CH= 132.4 131.3 116 15.5 
   123 12.2 
CH2 36.7   10.5 
CD2 35.9 34.1 192 26.8 
Source: Sozzani et al.23 
 

With respect to the PHTP host, differences in the splitting, or multiplicities, of the carbon 

chemical shifts were observed between the pure PHTP and when it is in the IC state.23 With 

the formation of the PHTP-IC, the carbon chemical shifts of the PHTP were more uniform 

compared to pure PHTP.  This reduction in splitting was suggested to be due to packing 

effects; it is known that there is a modification of the unit cell of PHTP from P21/a to P63/m 

upon its entrapment of a linear hydrocarbon.25,26 In terms of the pure PHTP, T1C 

measurements (260 – 380 s) confirmed that it is a very rigid crystal.  However, with the 

formation of the polymer-IC, a nearly two-fold decrease in magnitude (110 – 180 s) of the 

T1C times was observed.  It was suggested that the increase in the mobility of the PHTP when 

it entraps the polymer is due to looser crystal packing. 
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Solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy was also employed to investigate the dynamic 

molecular motion of 1,4-trans-1,1,4,4-d4-polybutadiene in the polybutadiene-PHTP 

complex.27 The observations made were in agreement with those of the solid-state 13C-

NMR.23.  They noted that the C-D bond vectors of the deuterated polybutadiene were 

engaged in rapid diffusional motion about the chain axis, which were attributed to 

conformational defects having low barriers to propagation along the polymer chain.  These 

motions were observed to be active even at -160 OC. 

The conformations and dynamics of isolated 1,4-transpolyisoprene (TPI),28 and polyethylene 

(PE)29 chains in the channels of PHTP have also been reported.  In both of these studies, a 

loss in multiplicity of the carbon chemical shifts of PHTP in the IC was observed relative to 

the pure PHTP.  This was a strong indication of IC formation.  Also the dynamics of PHTP 

measured by T1C showed increased mobility of the PHTP in both TPI/PHTP- and PE/PHTP-

ICs when compared to the pure crystalline PHTP (Table 2).  These observations were quite 

similar to those in TPBD PHTP-IC.23  

Table 2: T1C (sec) values of PHTP at 298 K 
 

carbon PHTP PE/PHTP-IC TPBD/PHTP-IC TPI/PHTP-IC 
1 390 150 180 180 
2 320 120 160 160 
3 260 70 110 180, 20 

                Source: Sozzani et al.29 
 

Concerning the conformational nature and mobility of the isolated TPI and PE chains, the 

13C-NMR chemical shifts observed for TPI-PHTP-IC strongly suggested that the isolated 

chains adopt a conformation similar with the β-form crystal of TPI.30 This resemblance was 

also reflected in the local chain motions from the T1C results.  A summary of these results are 
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presented in Tables 3 and 4.  In PE PHTP-IC, the conformation of the isolated PE was found 

to be a fully extended, all trans planar zig-zag29, similar to that adopted by PE in the 

crystalline phase of the bulk polymer.  This was inferred from the agreement of methylene 

carbon chemical shifts for the isolated and bulk crystalline PE chains. However, a marked 

difference was observed in the local chain mobility of the isolated PE chain, and PE in the 

bulk crystalline phase.  The T1C value for the isolated PE chains was found to be 6.4 s, while 

in the crystalline phase it was 320 s. The source of the increased mobility of the isolated PE 

chains was further investigated using deuterium NMR of perdeuterated PE PHTP-IC.31 The 

result suggested that enhanced mobility of the isolated PE chains was due to small torsions 

about the -CH2-CH2- bonds that cause high-frequency librations.   

Table 3: Chemical shifts (ppm) of 1,4-trans- Polyisoprene (TPI) at 298 K 

carbon TPI/PHTP-IC TPI, α-form TPI, β-form 
2 135.8 136.5 137.4 
3 125.8 122.3 126.3 
1 42.8 40.4 43.4 
4  28.3 30.8 
2/ 16.9 19.2 17.2 

                            Source: Schilling et al.28 
 

Table 4: T1C (sec) values of 1,4-trans-TPI at 298 K 

carbon TPI/PHTP-IC TPI α-form TPI β-form 
2 70 100 50 
3 50 100 50 
1 80 120 80 
4  110 90 
2/ 60, 10 40, 7 40, 10 

                              Source: Schilling et al.28 
 
Sozzani et al.32 have investigated the conformations and mobilities of linear alkanes and PE 

chains of different chain lengths isolated within the PHTP matrix by solid-state 13C- and 

deuterium NMR.  They observed that with increasing alkyl chain length up to C60, the 
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chemical shift of the internal methylenes (33.21 ppm – 33.75 ppm) steadily approached that 

of PE (33.80 ppm).  A narrowing of the deuterium spectral linewidth at 20 OC and above was 

attributed to internal motion due to torsion of the carbon backbone causing a reorientation of 

the C-D bonds.  They suggested that the oscillations of the C-H bonds is due to a long range 

coherence, an evidence in support of the hypothesis of traveling defects or twistons29,31,33,34 in 

confined polymer chains. 

Theoretical studies have been conducted to describe the conformational and dynamic 

character of isolated polymer chains in the channels of PHTP.  Two principal approaches 

have been used:  

(i) Molecular modeling using the rotational isomeric state (RIS) method. 

(ii) Molecular dynamics simulation. 

Using the RIS method, Tonelli investigated the conformational and motional characteristics 

of trans 1,4-diene polymers35 and PE36 in channels of PHTP.  In this approach, cylinders with 

diameters appropriate to the PHTP channels were selected.  Only conformations of the 

polymer chains that fit into the cylinder of appropriate diameter were considered.  The RIS 

description of the conformations of the polymer chains were used to calculate the average 

probability or population of channel conformers, and the bond conformations were averaged 

over all conformations that would fit into channels of various diameter.  The dynamic nature 

of the polymer chains in the channels was determined by probing the feasibility of inter-

conversion between the channel conformers without any segment of the chain leaving the 

channel during the process.  Four repeat unit fragments of the polymers (TPBD, TPI, and PE) 

were able to adopt conformations that fit into channels with diameters (D = 5.25 – 5.50 Å) 
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comparable to PHTP.  The results agreed very well with experimental data from 13C-

NMR.23,28,29 

The included TPBD conformation was of the form II crystal structure conformation which is 

stable above 60 OC, as noted earlier from the 13C-NMR data.23 The TPI conformation that fit 

the cylinder was similar to that of its bulk β-form crystal structure,28 while for PE, the 

conformation that fit in the cylinder is the all trans planar zig-zag adopted in crystalline PE.  

The predicted motional behaviors of the conformers in the cylinders were quite different.  

TPBD was found to be highly mobile, as there were inter-conversions among its channel 

conformers.  While inter-conversion was not observed for TPI and PE conformers that fit 

into the cylinders with diameters comparable to PHTP. 

In molecular dynamics simulations of included chains of TPBD,37 TPI,38 and PE,39 the PHTP 

matrix was built based on the data from X-ray of TPBD PHTP-IC.26 The crystal matrix was 

simulated using an hexagonal array consisting of six stacks, each with 15 molecules, 

generating a total of 90 molecules of PHTP.  The confined polymer chain in the channel 

contained 10 monomer units, with all the internal dihedral angles in the backbone initially set 

at the trans conformation.  The whole system was made up of 4422 atoms.  Molecular 

dynamics simulations of 70 ps were calculated using standard software.  Few rotational 

isomerism of TPBD in the channel were observed, but there were fluctuations in the 

orientations of the C-H bond vectors.37 TPBD entrapped in the PHTP channel did not adopt 

the conformation of the form II crystalline polymorph, contradicting earlier results with 13C-

NMR,23 and the RIS molecular modeling study.36 The use of a larger van der Waals radii 

(0.75 Å) for the hydrogen atoms compared to 0.5 Å used by Tonelli36 was suggested as a 

possible source for this discrepancy.  TPI chains in the simulation were observed to be highly 
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mobile, with transitions between conformational states.38 The conformational changes were 

accomplished by a distortion and change of the matrix channels from a circular to an 

elliptical shape.  In agreement with 13C chemical shift data,28 and the static conformational 

modeling by RIS,35 molecular simulation confirmed that TPI within PHTP channel adopts 

the conformation of the β-type crystalline polymorph.  With PE chains, molecular dynamics 

simulation showed that the polymer chains strongly preferred the trans state.39 

2.2. Solid-State 13C-NMR Studies of Polymer-Urea (U)-ICs 

Several investigators have reported on the structural, thermal, and motional characteristics of 

U-ICs with the following polymers: Polyethylene (PE),40,41 polybutadiene (PBD),42 

poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO),43-45 poly(tetrahydrofuran) (PTHF),46,47 aliphatic polyesters,48-50 

polypropylene(PP),51 poly(ε-caprolactone)-polybutadiene (PCL-PBD) diblock 

copolymer,52,53 PCL-PEO-PCL triblock copolymer,53 poly(L-lactide) (PLLA),54,55 trans-

poly(isoprene) (TPI),56 and poly(ε-caprolactam) (Nylon-6).57  However, detailed solid-state 

13C-NMR investigation of only a few of these polymers have been conducted: PEO,44 

PTHF,47 PCL,50 PP,51 PCL-PBD,53 PCL-PEO-PCL,53 and PLLA,54,55 

In the study of PEO-U-IC, it was observed that the carbon-13 resonance frequencies of PEO 

in the bulk and in the U-IC were similar.44 This suggested that the included PEO chains were 

in a similar but more extended (72 – helical TGT) conformation43,45 than that in the bulk PEO 

crystal.  Evidence of the molecular motion of the bulk and included PEO chains was 

observed by the CP-T1C exponential decay method.  The spin-lattice relaxation time (T1s), of 

the carbons in the crystalline phase of pure PEO was 8.2 s.  When included in U channel, the 

motion of the observed carbon had increased by a factor of 2 (4.2 s).44 Since the mobility of 

the polymer chains in the bulk and IC were not too far apart, it was suggested as evidence of 
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hydrogen bonding between the host and the guest.  The relaxation time of the amorphous 

component was observed to be 0.5 s.  

The RIS modeling studies of single PEO chains in channels similar to U (d ≤ 5.5 Å) showed 

that the PEO conformer did not interconvert within the cylinder.36 This was an indication of 

restricted motion of the isolated PEO chains as was confirmed in the CP-T1C results.44 

The 13C-NMR investigation of PTHF-U-IC47 revealed that the isolated PTHF in the channel 

of U adopts the nearly all trans conformation of crystalline bulk PTHF.58 But once the PHTF 

chains were isolated from the cooperative interactions experienced in the bulk, the mobility 

of the single PHTF chains was greatly enhanced.  Evidence of this was shown from the 

results of the spin-lattice relaxation study.  In the bulk, T1 value of the PTHF carbons was 75 

s.  In the confined space of the U channel, the T1 of the PTHF carbons were reduced 

markedly to 1.5 s due to the absence of interactions between tightly packed PHTF chains. 

Vasanthan et al.50 probed the conformational and motional character of isolated PCL chains 

in urea channels, they observed that the single PCL chains adopts the all trans planar zigzag 

conformation of the bulk crystalline PCL.59  They also investigated the dynamics of the 

isolated PCL chains by the measurement of the spin-relaxation times (T1s).  When compared 

to the bulk PCL, the isolated chains were found to be more mobile.  However, it was 

observed that the mobility of the methylene carbons was not uniform.  The most mobile was 

the O-CH2 carbon, by almost a factor of 5 compared to the bulk.  Table 5 shows a summary 

of these results.  Molecular modeling of isolated aliphatic polyester chains within cylinders 

of diameters similar to those in U-ICs indicated that the polymer chains may adopt an all 

trans planar zig-zag and kink conformations.60 By probing the possibility of inter-conversion 

of the polymer chains within this imaginary channel to infer the mobility of the chains, it was 
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observed that the isolated chains could not inter-convert between these conformations, and, 

thus, were not very mobile. 

 

Table 5: T1C (sec) values of PCL and PCL-Urea (U)-IC 

 
                                                                                       O 
                                                                                       ║   
                                                (CCCCCCO) 
                                                     1      2     3     4     5    6              
 

Carbon PCL PCL-U-IC 
1 100.0 21.0 
2 94.0 48.0 
3,4 93.0 34.0,16.0 
5 111.0 51.0,45.0 
6 146.0 44.0 
Urea C=O  16.0 

                                              Source: Vasanthan et al.50 
 
 
The elucidation of the conformation of isolated polypropylene PP chains in urea IC channels 

has been studied by solid-state 13C-NMR.51 It was observed that the i-PP and s-PP chains 

adopted the 31 and 21 helices respectively, similar to the conformations adopted in their bulk 

crystalline phases58. Earlier modeling work had observed that neither of these stereoregular 

forms of PP would be able to adopt their crystalline conformation and fit in a channel with a 

diameter (~5.5 Å) similar to that in hexagonal U-ICs.61 The experimental evidence seems to 

confirm the possibility of an enlarged urea diameter to accommodate the polymer chains.  

The observation of spin-lattice relaxation times T1C of the bulk and isolated PP chains were 

quite similar.  Given that there are no sites for hydrogen bonding between the host (U) and 

the guest (PP), it can be inferred that the dynamics of PP in the bulk state indicated by T1C is 

dominated by intra-molecular interactions, such as the fast rotational motion of the side-chain 
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methyl groups.  The modeling studies using the RIS method,61 showed that interconversion 

of PP conformers in urea channels was not possible.  An indication that the mobility of the 

single chain would not be different from that of the polymer chains in the bulk crystals. 

In the study of the block copolymers (PCL-PBD, and PCL-PEO-PCL) U-ICs,53 the resonance 

frequencies of the carbon nuclei were found to be similar irrespective of the environment – 

bulk semi-crystalline material or in the IC channels.  This suggested that segments of the 

encapsulated polymers (PEO block of the PCL-PEO-PCL was not included in the IC) 

adopted similar conformation as that observed in the bulk.  With respect to the molecular 

dynamics of the isolated chains, a substantial reduction of the T1’s of PCL carbons was 

observed.  Since the largest reduction in the T1 values was not observed with the triblock 

copolymer, and given that the environmental constraints upon inclusion are similar for both 

copolymers, it was suggested that this difference in mobility (bulk copolymers vs. isolated 

polymers) may be due to a difference in the length of the PCL segments and also probably 

the number of PCL chains included.  With the olefinic carbons of PBD, the observed T1 

values increased slightly upon complexation from 0.84 s to 1.4 s.  With respect to the 

dynamics of the PEO block, a slight increase in T1 value from 0.5 to 1.8 s was observed for 

the methylene carbons in the bulk triblock copolymer, when compared with the excluded 

PEO segment in the triblock copolymer U-IC.  It was suggested that this motional behavior 

of unincluded PEO chains may be due to the possibility of the unincluded PEO segments 

forming tie-chains between the included PCL blocks.  A summary of these observations is 

given in Table 6. 
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Table 6.  T1C (sec) values of PCL-PBD and PCL-PEO-PCL in Bulk and Isolated in U-
ICs 
 
                                            O                                                                                                              O 
                                            ║                                                                                                               ║ 
    -(CCCCCCO)-             -(-C=C-C-C-)-                 -(-C-C-O-)-               H2N-C-NH2 
           1     2     3    4     5    6                                o   o                                 m  m                              U 
   

                       PCL                                                PBD                                PEO                           Urea   

                                                             T1(13C),s 
 

Carbon 
 

PCL 
 

PCL-IC 
 

PEO 
 

PEO-IC 
 

PCL-PBD 
 

PCL-PBD-
IC 

 
PCL-PEO-

PCL 

 
PCL-PEO-

PCL-IC 
1 100 21   13 1.6 49 1.4 
2 94 48   11.5 1.2 47 1.0 
3 93 34,16   16.1 1.1,1.2 46 1.1,1.3 
4 93 34,16   16.1 1.1,1.2 46 1.1,1.3 
5 111 48   14 1.3 58 1.1 
6 146 44   34 6.7 51 5.7 
O     0.84 1.4   
m   8.2 4.2   0.2 1.8 
U  16  35  6.1  6.3 

Source: Vasanthan et al.5 

The proton spin-lattice relaxation times in the rotating frame, T1ρH, which probes slower 

motions in the mid-kilohertz range, were used to estimate the domain sizes of the polymer 

segments in the bulk and in the IC.  In both the bulk di-block and tri-block copolymers, 

proton spin-diffusion between the copolymer segments was not complete, indicating some 

degree of micro-phase separation of the segments.  In the PCL-PBD copolymer with block 

lengths of 47, and 112 repeat units respectively, the average proton T1ρ for the PCL was 14.1 

ms, while that for the double-bonded carbons of PBD was 1.4 ms. 

In the bulk tri-block PCL-PEO-PCL copolymer of PCL and PEO block lengths: 35 and 140 

respectively, the average proton T1ρ of the PCL segment was 25.8 ms, while that of PEO was 

11 ms. With the isolation of the copolymers in the U-IC, efficient proton spin-diffusion was 

observed in the diblock; the average proton T1ρ of PCL was 1.1 ms and that of PBD was 1.2 

ms.  While in the tri-block, the average proton T1ρ of PCL was 0.7 ms, and that of the un-
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included amorphous PEO domains was 1.2 ms.  Also the spatial sizes of the segments in the 

phase-separated bulk co-polymers were estimated: in PCL-PBD, the domain sizes of PCL 

and PBD was 30 and 10 Å respectively, while in PCL-PEO-PCL, the domain sizes of PCL 

and PEO was 40 and 20 Å respectively.  A summary of these results is presented in Table 7.     

 

Table 7.  13C-Observed T1ρH (ms) for the carbon nuclei in the bulk and U-IC samples of   
PCL, PEO, PCL-PBD, and PCL-PEO-PCL 

           
                                                                                              
O                                                                                                       O 

                                                   ║                                           ║   
    -(CCCCCCO)-             -(-C=C-C-C-)-                 -(-C-C-O-)-               H2N-C-NH2 
           1     2     3    4     5    6                                o   o                                 m  m                              U 
   

                       PCL                                                PBD                                PEO                           Urea   

 
                                                                           T1ρH, ms 

 
C 

PCL PCL-
U-IC 

PEO PEO-U-
IC 

PCL-
PBD 

PCL-PBD-
U-IC 

PCL-
PEO-
PCL 

PCL-PEO-PCL-
U-IC 

1 20 0.6   16.2 0.8 28 0.7 
2 18 0.6   12.1 1.0 25 0.7 
3 18 0.5   13.6 0.9 24 0.7 
4 18 0.5   13.6 0.9 24 0.7 
5 18 0.5   12.9 0.9 26 0.7 
6 21 0.4   16.3 0.7 28 0.7 
o     1.4 1.2   
m   0.5 0.4   11 1.2 
U  0.31 4.4 0.35  0.73  0.67 
Source: Vasanthan et al.53 
 

Stereo-regular polylactides crystallizes into three polymorphs: 

i.   poly(L-lactide) PLLA; α-form, orthorhombic 103 helical conformation.63 

ii. poly(D-lactide) PDLA; β-form hexagonal 31 helical conformation.63 
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iii. 1:1 PLLA*PDLA stereocomplex, a triclinic crystal with unit cell of paired L 

and D chains in parallel 31 helical conformation.63 

This observation motivated Tonelli and coworkers54,55 to prepare crystalline PLLA-U-IC to 

further understand the conformation of the single chains.  The high resolution CP/MAS 13C-

NMR spectrum of PLLA chains confined within urea channels was obtained and compared 

with those of bulk PLLA (Figure 2).  Multiple resonances observed for each carbon in bulk 

PLLA were absent in the isolated PLLA confined in the urea channels.  This indicated an 

homogeneity in the environment the PLLA chains residing within the urea channels.  Based 

on molecular modeling studies of PLLA chains confined in channels such as urea, PLLA 

could only adopt the trans planar zig-zag conformation.65 The NMR data clearly showed 

agreement with this theoretical study.  However, the suggestion that the methyl carbons of 

PLLA and PLLA*PDLA in the bulk crystals will resonate upfield by several ppm from that 

of the methyl carbons of PLLA in the U-IC due to the γ-gauche effects66 was not observed 

experimentally. 

 

 

Figure 2.  13C-CP/MAS for (a) PLLA-U-IC, and (b) Bulk PLLA (Source: Howe, C. et 
al.55). 
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2.3. Solid-State 13C-NMR of Polymer-CTPP-ICs 

Relatively few solid-state 13C-NMR studies have been conducted on cyclotriphosphazene 

inclusion compounds.67-70  Fewer still have focused on polymer inclusion compounds of 

tris(O-phenylenedioxy)cyclotrphosphazene (PD-CTPP),69,70 a common host for many of the 

polymer ICs reported.71,72 In the solid-state NMR investigation of linear n-alkanes 

(polyethylene chains) confined within the matrix of PD-CTPP it was observed that as the 

chain length increased, a progressive downfield shift in the carbon signals of the inner 

methylene carbons [CTPP/Cn-IC, 31.8(n=12) and 32.2(n=36) ppm] was noted (Table 8).  

This indicated that the averaged chemical shift is predominately of the trans conformation69, 

whose population increased with n-alkane chain length. It was also noted that the chemical 

shifts of the isolated polymer chains in CTPP was affected by the aromatic environment.  

When compared with a different host, PHTP, an upfield chemical shift of 1.4 ppm was 

observed for the carbon signals of the included molecules in CTPP.69,70 This was attributed to 

the magnetic susceptibility contribution generated by the aromatic host. 

 

Table 8. 13C Chemical shift of Cyclotriphosphazene (CTPP) - ICs 
 
Carbon CTPP/C12 CTPP/C16 CTPP/C19 CTPP/C24 CTPP/C36 CTPP/PE

C-1 145.50 145.54 145.56 145.55 145.58 145.61 
C-3 125.68 125.70 125.72 125.72 125.74 125.76 
C-2 113.98 114.07 114.07 114.08 114.17 114.21 

CH3- 13.46 13.84 13.57 13.70 13.76 - 
Cα-

CH2- 
23.81 23.70 23.87 23.82 23.77 - 

Cβ-
CH2- 

33.18 33.02 33.19 - - - 

int-
CH2- 

31.81 31.86 32.06 32.08 32.15 32.13 

Source:  Comotti et al.69 
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The dynamic motion of the isolated linear alkane chains was investigated by the 

determination of the spin-lattice relaxation times (T1C).  It was observed that the relaxation of 

the included PE chains was quite fast (12 s).  In the IC, the T1 for the host was 140, 90, and 

100 s for the C1, C2, and C3 carbons respectively.  While in the free host, the T1’s were 

1000s for C1 and 200 s for C2, and C3 carbons.  This indicated that the relaxation of the host 

is affected by the dynamics of the guest or more likely different CTPP packing.  Proton-13C 

magnetization transfer dynamics was used to estimated the polymer-matrix intermolecular 

distance as 3.2 Å.70   

2.4. Solid-State 13C-NMR of Polymer-CD-IC 

Solid-state CP-MAS 13C-NMR spectroscopy has been used to correlate the crystal structures 

of guest-free hydrates of CDs.73-75 The chemical shift values of the C-1 and C-4 sites of the 

α(1-4) glycosidic linkages were shown to be the most conformationally sensitive.  Also 

studies of CD-ICs with small molecules investigating the 13C- chemical shifts resonances of 

the C-1 and C-4 have been reported.76-79  It was suggested that the observed dispersion of the 

13C-resonances is due to both conformational and molecular packing effects.  Garces et al.80 

reported the effects of complexation on the mobility of benzaldehyde included in CDs using 

NMR relaxation parameters such as T1C, T1ρH, and TCH.  The T1C values of the guest were 

always shorter than that of the host CDs.  Also relaxation times for all the observed carbons 

in the both the guest and hosts (α, β, γ-CDs) consistently decreased going from α-CD to γ-

CD.  A summary of these results is shown in Table 9.  The cross polarization transfer rates 

TCH for the host increased systematically from α-CD to γ-CD.  But a pronounced increase in 

TCH was observed for the included guest in the range of 82 to 4350 µs from α-CD to γ-CD.  
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The observed TCH for the guest molecules was suggested to be due to a reduction of the 

hetero-nuclear C-H dipolar coupling resulting from the rapid motion of the guest molecules 

within the cavities of CD. 

With respect to polymer-CD-ICs, several CP/MAS 13C-NMR studies describing the 

characterization of polymer-CD-ICs have been investigated and reported81-93, but fewer 

reports on the motional behavior of the included polymer guests in cyclodextrins have 

appeared.94-97 A general observation made from CP-MAS 13C-NMR studies of polymer-CD- 

 

Table 9.  T1C (sec) for Benzaldehyde-CD-ICs  

 
 

Complex 
 

C6 
 

C2,3,5 
CD 
C4 

 
C1 

 
C/2,3,5,6

Benzaldehyde 
C/4 

 
C/1 

 
C=O 

α-CD 6.67 13.2 20 20 0.67 1.12 11.7 1.9 
β-CD 0.66 10.8 14 23.8 0.36 0.54 4.47 0.34 
γ-CD 0.94 12.9 13.2 11.7 0.38 0.33 3.6 0.60 

Source:  Garces et al.80 
 

ICs, has been the loss of resolution of the carbon signals of the CD carbon atoms, compared 

to those of the guest-free CDs.  Guest-free CDs (cage crystal structures)98 exhibit a 

multiplicity of splitting of the carbon resonances.  This indicates that the CD crystals are in a 

non-symmetric conformation.  With the presence of a polymer guest in the CD cavities, the 

crystals of the ICs adopt a channel-type structure98 which is a more symmetric packing 

conformation.  Consequently, the chemical shifts of the various carbon atoms in the glucose 

rings are much more homogeneous.  With respect to the conformational character of the 

isolated polymers, it was observed that with Nylon-6, (N-6) entrapped within α, β, and γ-CD 

channels, the chemical shifts of the carbon signals were quite similar to that of the bulk N-

6.86 Since the CD channel provides a unique environment for chain extension, it was 
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suggested that both the bulk N-6 and the isolated N-6 polymers are in the trans-

conformation, a conformation adopted by the α-form of N-6 crystals.99 (Table 10).  Also the 

chemical shifts of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) chains isolated in α- and γ-CDs were quite 

similar with that of its bulk semi-crystalline material which is in the all trans conformation.94   

Lu et al.94-96 have investigated the molecular dynamics of isolated homopolymer and block 

copolymer chains entrapped within the cavities of CDs.  In the study of the dynamics of 

isolated PCL homopolymer chains included in α- and γ-CDs,94 the spin-lattice relaxation 

time of the isolated polymer chains were dramatically different from those of the bulk semi- 

Table 10.  Comparison of 13C chemical shifts for Nylon-6 (N-6) in bulk and  

CD-ICs 
 

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Bulk N-6 167.9 31.0 20.9 24.2 24.2 36.2 
N-6-α-CD 167.6 31.0 20.6 24.4 24.4 37.0 
N-6-β-CD 168.0 30.9 20.5 24.3 24.3 37.5 
N-6-γ-CD 168.1 30.8 20.8 24.4 24.4 36.8 
Source: Huang, L. et al.86 

crystalline polymer.  The T1C for the isolated chains in both α- and γ-CD averaged about 0.25 

s, while that of the crystalline segment of the bulk PCL was in the range of 160-223 s.  When 

the individual polymer chains are decoupled from the numerous interactions and 

entanglements observed in the bulk state, they become highly mobile, a result that speaks to 

the role being played by cooperative intermolecular interactions in the bulk state of the 

polymer.  Therefore, the PCL chain mobility in the high frequency MHz region probed by 

T1C relaxation times is highly localized, but inhibited in the bulk crystal by interchain 

interactions.  A similar observation was also noted in the 2-D windowless isotropic mixing 

with wideline separation (WIM/WISE)97 experiments that probes molecular dynamics in the 
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kHz frequency range through the observation of the line widths of protons directly attached 

to carbons.  The broader the proton line-width, the more rigid is the material, and therefore 

the less mobile.  It was noted that the proton line-widths of the bulk semi-crystalline PCL 

were broader than those of the isolated PCL chains.  A summary of these results is presented 

in Table 11. 

Molecular dynamics probed through the nature of proton communication was observed from 

T1ρH measurements.94 In PCL/α-CD-IC, proton magnetization exchange was observed 

between the guest polymer and the α-CD, however, it was not completely efficient as the 

T1ρH values of the PCL chains (15.4 ms) and those of α-CD (11.9 ms) were not identical. 

Table 11.  Comparison of proton line widths (kHz)) for PCL, α, and γ-CD and their  

ICs by 2D WIM/WISE NMR 
                                                        O 
                                                        ║   
                 (CCCCCCO) 
                       1     2    3     4     5    6              
 

 
sample 

 
C1 

 
C4 

CD 
C2,3,5

 
C6 

 
1 

PCL 
2 

 
3,4 

 
5 

α-CD 45 46 45 59     
γ-CD 45 46 45 59     
PCL     62 51 54 52 

α-CD/PCL 44 47 40 45 41 33 30 26 
γ -CD/PCL 46 40 40   34 26 34 
Source: Lu et al.94 
 
 
However, in the PCL/γ-CD-IC, T1ρH of the isolated PCL chains (9.1 ms) and the γ-CD (9.3 

ms) were identical indicating an efficient communication among the protons of the guest 

polymer and the γ-CD host.  A summary of these results is shown in Table 12.  1H-13C 

heteronuclear correlation (HetCor) experiments that more accurately measures proton spin 

diffusion mirrored results of the T1ρH data (Figures 3 and 4). 
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Table 12.  Comparison of T1ρH (ms) of PCL, α, and γ-CD and their ICs 
 

 
sample 

 
CD 

 
PCL 

α-CD 4.9  
γ-CD 2.7  
PCL  54.0 

PCL-α-CD 11.9 15.4 
PCL-γ -

CD 
9.3 9.1 

                                             Source: Lu et al.94 
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Figure 3.  2D Heteronuclear correlation spectrum for the α-CD/poly(ε-caprolactone) 
complex obtained with two different mixing times: (a) 50 µs, and (b) 10 ms. (Source: Lu 
et al.94). 
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Figure 4.  2D Heteronuclear correlation spectrum for the γ-CD/poly(ε-caprolactone) 
complex obtained with two different mixing times: (a) 50 µs and (b) 10 ms.  (Source: Lu 
et al.94). 
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Investigation of the conformation and dynamics of CD ICs formed with a tri-block 

copolymer has also been reported.95 In this study, PCL-PEO-PCL chains were isolated within 

the cylindrical channels of α- and γ-CDs.  The solid-state CP/MAS 13C-NMR studies 

indicated that the PCL segment of the tri-block adopts a conformation similar to the bulk 

material.  From the cross-polarization dynamics, it was observed that one millisecond cross-

polarization time generated the maximum intensity for the PCL-PEO-PCL peaks.  In the 

investigation of the dynamics of the bulk tri-block copolymer in the megahertz frequency 

region, double exponential relaxation times were observed for the PCL segment of the tri-

block.  The longer T1C was inferred to be due to the crystalline morphology of the PCL 

segments, while the shorter T1C relates to the amorphous phase.  A short T1C was also 

observed for the non-crystalline PEO block.  In the IC state, where the polymer chains are 

isolated from cooperative chain interactions, a dramatic reduction in the value of the T1Cs of 

the PCL chains was observed.  This was comparable to the T1C values observed for the 

isolated PCL homopolymer in its α-CD-IC and those of the amorphous PEO segments of the 

tri-block.  A summary of these results are shown in Table 13.  Given the differences in the 

chain lengths: PCL homo-polymer (370 repeat units)94 and in the triblock (35 repeat units),95 

the T1C values suggests that the high frequency motions of the isolated polymer chains are 

not influenced by the length of the individual chains.  Proton line-width measurements of 

motions in the kHz region by the 2-D WIM/WISE method, also indicated that the included 

polymer chains were more mobile when compared to the bulk polymer chains (Table 14).95 

Lu et al.95 probed the proton spin diffusion in the triblock copolymer CD ICs by the use of 

proton spin-lattice relaxation times measured in the laboratory and the rotating frames; T1H 

and T1ρH respectively, and the HetCor experiments.  The results of the T1H showed that the 
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guest-free CDs had longer relaxation times (α-CD = 3.5 s, γ-CD = 2.35 s) than the bulk 

triblock copolymer (1.40 s).  However, identical relaxation times were 

 

Table 13.  Comparison of T1C (sec) values of PCL-PEO-PCL, α-CD, γ -CD, and their 
ICs 
 
                                            O                                                                     O                                       
                                            ║                                                                      ║                                          
    -(CCCCCCO)-(-C-C-O-)-(CCCCCCO) 
           1      2     3     4     5    6               m m             1     2     3    4     5    6                                                                                 
   

                                                             T1C, (sec) 
 

sample 
 

C1 
 

C4 
CD 

C2,3,5
 

C6 
 
1 

 
2 

PCL 
3,4 

 
5 

 
6 

PEO 
m 

α-CD 147.4 
1.3 

169.4 
8.6 

161.5 
3.3 

110.5
6.7 

      

γ-CD 78.1 35.9 36.4 16.2 
1.0 

      

PCL     185.9
2.6 

181.7
0.7 

221.9 
1.2 

328.2 
4.0 

379.1 0.35 

PCL-PEO-
PCL-α-CD 

24.7 22.2 18.3 0.8 0.28 0.24 0.29 0.24  0.19 

PCL-PEO-
PCL-γ -

CD 

24.5 24.7 19.0 1.5 0.29 0.41 0.23 0.22  0.27 

Source: Lu et al.95 
 

Table 14.  Comparison of proton line widths (kHz)) for PCL-PEO-PCL, α, and γ-CD 
and their ICs by 2D WIM/WISE NMR 

 
 

sample 
 

C1 
 

C4 
CD 

C2,3,5 
 

C6 
 
a 

PCL-PEO-PCL 
b 

 
c,d 

 
e 

α-CD 45 46 45 59     
γ-CD 45 46 45 59     

PCL-PEO-PCL     57 56 57 47 
PCL-PEO-PCL-α-CD 47 47 41 47   30 18 
PCL-PEO-PCL-γ -CD 52 41 49 47  46 38 42 
Source: Lu et al.95 
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observed between the guest copolymer chains and the host CDs in both α-CD/IC (1.86 s) and 

γ-CD/IC (1.07 s) (Table 15).  This data suggested that the polymer-CD ICs are homogeneous 

within a length scale of 334 Å in α-CD and 250 Å in γ-CD.  The T1ρH results showed that the 

bulk triblock copolymer had a long relaxation time (35.6 ms) compared to the shorter 

relaxation time for guest-free α-CD (4.9 ms) and γ-CD (4.2 ms).  In the ICs, the relaxation 

times of the isolated copolymer chains and the CDs were quite identical suggesting an 

efficient communication between protons due to homogeneity of the samples (Table 16).95,96 

In the 2D-heteronuclear correlation experiments, it was observed that at a mixing time of 10 

ms, the proton chemical shifts of the tri-block copolymer and the CDs are nearly averaged by 

efficient proton spin-diffusion.  This result agreed well with those obtained from the T1ρH 

experiments, demonstrating that at the short length scales probed by proton spin-diffusion, 

these materials are homogeneous. 

Table 15.  Comparison of T1H (sec) value of PCL-PEO-PCL, α, and γ-CD and their ICs 
 

 
 

sample 
T1H (s) 

CD 
 

PCL-PEO-PCL 
α-CD 3.5  
γ-CD 2.4  

PCL-PEO-PCL  1.4 
PCL-PEO-PCL-α-

CD 
1.8 1.9 

PCL-PEO-PCL-γ -
CD 

1.0 1.1 

                          Source: Lu et al.95 
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Table 16.  Comparison of T1ρH (ms) values of PCL-PEO-PCL, α, and γ-CD and their ICs 
 

 
sample 

T1ρH (ms) 
CD 

 
PCL-PEO-PCL 

α-CD 4.9  
γ-CD 4.2  

PCL-PEO-PCL  35.6 
PCL-PEO-PCL-α-CD 11.3 10.8 
PCL-PEO-PCL-γ -CD 11.1 9.1 

                       Source: Lu et al.95 
 

Recently, Saalwachter98 reported the investigation of the chain dynamics and order of 

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) isolated within γ-CD cavities by Fast-MAS solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy.  This approach employs the novel multiple-quantum magic-angle spinning 

technique99,100 to probe the local segmental motions and order of polymer chains.  It was 

observed that the PDMS was in a highly symmetric conformation, with all the methyl groups 

having a similar type of motion.  The homo-nuclear coupling constant of the methyl protons 

was estimated to be 3.6 kHz.  The chain order parameter that describes the projection of the 

inter-nuclear coupling vector onto the local polymer backbone was estimated as 0.72, and the 

inclination angle relative to the rotational axis was 73O.  Saalwachter inferred from these 

results that the crystalline conformation of PDMS is that of the extended 41-helical structure 

that had been earlier proposed.101   
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3.  EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

In this investigation, our interest has focused on two biodegradable di- and tri-block 

copolymers: (a) poly(ε-caprolactone)-b-poly(L-lactide) (PCL-b-PLLA), (b) poly(ε-

caprolactone)-poly(propylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL-PPG-PCL).  Both of these 

polymers have shown potential as good matrices for various biomedical applications such as 

controlled drug delivery systems, implantable devices or bio-adhesives.  PCL and PLLA are 

two well-known polyesters investigated for biomedical applications.102 PLLA has a high 

melting point (ca. 160O C) and high tensile strength.  Also, it is very brittle with a low 

elongation at break, due to its high crystallinity, and, consequently, has a narrow window of 

thermal processability.  On the other hand, PCL is a highly flexible material with a low 

melting point (ca. 60 OC), and low tensile strength.  Preparing these two materials as blends 

or copolymers optimizes their properties for utility as biomaterials.  In the same vein, the 

completely amorphous PPO when blended or copolymerized with PCL lowers the 

crystallinity of PCL resulting in more amorphous regions thus enhancing its capacity for drug 

loading.  

So far, much of the research on these copolymers has focused more on their biodegradation, 

toxicity or biocompatibility.103 However, detailed structural investigations using solid-state 

13C-NMR techniques to study the morphology and motional dynamics of these materials as 

bulk and as isolated polymer chains has not been conducted.  In this research, both of these 

polymers were synthesized in our laboratory.  We then proceeded to prepare and characterize 

the various cyclodextrin inclusion compounds of these polymers.  Details of this earlier work 

have been reported and are herein included as appendices 1 and 2. 
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3.1. Solid-State 13C-NMR Methods 

3.1.1. Cross Polarization-Magic Angle Spinning (CP-MAS) 

As mentioned earlier, solid-state 13C-NMR methods are some of the most versatile 

experimental techniques used in the study of polymer morphology and motional dynamics.11 

The wide-ranging utility of solid-state NMR in the investigation of polymeric materials was 

due to the pioneering efforts of researchers in the early 1970s in solving two major technical 

challenges: (a) signal enhancement, and (b) improvement in spectral resolution. 

Signal enhancement was accomplished through the methods of cross-polarization (CP)104 and 

high power proton dipolar decoupling. During CP magnetization is transferred from the 

abundant proton spin bath to the rare 13C spin reservoir.  This energy transfer process occurs 

when spin-locking radio-frequency (RF) pulses are simultaneously applied to both proton 

and 13C nuclei, at the Hartmann-Hahn condition105 which is expressed in equation 1 

  γCB1C  =  γHB1H              1 

Where γC and γH are the gyromagnetic ratios of 13C and 1H nuclei respectively, while B1C and 

B1H are the RF fields applied to both carbon and proton channels respectively.  At the 

Hartmann-Hahn condition, because γH is four times γC, the applied carbon field B1C is four 

times the strength of the applied proton field.  With the completion of cross polarization 

transfer, the carbon signal is observed while the strong 13C-1H dipolar interactions that cause 

line broadening are being decoupled using high power radio-frequency pulses at the proton 

frequency.  It should be noted that the signal intensity obtained is a compromise between 

several competing factors; mainly the build-up of intensity from the carbon-proton 

magnetization transfer and decay of the carbon and proton signals during spin-locking.  In 

Figure 5 is shown the 1H-13C cross polarization pulse sequence.  In spite of the attenuation of 
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line broadening during dipolar decoupling in the CP process, the 13C spectra of most solid 

samples were still severely complicated due to signal broadening from chemical shift 

anisotropy, (CSA).  Schaefer and Stejskal106 showed that when information of the CSA is of 

lesser importance than resolution, higher spectrum resolution can be achieved by spinning 

the sample in a rotor at an angle of 54.7O.  This angle has since become known as the Magic 

Angle.  A combination of CP, with high power proton dipolar decoupling, and spinning at the 

magic angle came to be known as the cross-polarization-magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) 

method. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Pulse sequence for 1H-13C Cross-Polarization. 

 

In the current work, investigation of the conformations of the bulk and isolated polymer 

chains in the solid-state, through observation of well resolved resonance frequencies 

(chemical shifts) by CP-MAS, was conducted using the Bruker DSX wide-bore system with 

1H 

90° 

13C 
Contact time
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a field strength of 300.13 MHz which corresponds to the proton Larmor frequency.  The π/2 

pulse width was set at 3.5 µs, corresponding rf power levels of 71 kHz for spin-locking and 

decoupling.  The cross polarization contact time was 1.00 ms.  The chemical shift spectra 

were acquired at a MAS speed of 4.0 – 4.5 kHz on a commercial 7-mm probe. 

3.1.2. Relaxation Experiments 

Characterization of molecular mobility and understanding the extent of miscibility or degree 

of heterogeneity of polymer chains in the bulk and the polymer-CD IC materials was 

determined by various spin-lattice relaxation experiments.  A number of spin-lattice 

relaxation processes characterize local molecular dynamics in different frequency regimes: 

(a) 13C-spin-lattice relaxation times T1(13C) in the MHz frequency range. 

(b) Proton spin-lattice relaxation times T1(1H ) in the MHz frequency range. 

(c) Rotating frame proton spin-lattice relaxation times T1ρ(1H) in the kHz frequency 

range. 

3.1.2.1. 13C-spin-lattice relaxation (CP-T1) 

Fast internal, low amplitude motions in the high frequency MHz  region are characterized by 

the 13C spin-lattice relaxation times T1 (13C), which are dominated for protonated carbon 

nuclei by motions of their directly attached proton nuclei.  These motions and the parameter 

used to characterize them,T1 (13C), are usually more sensitive to the cooperative polymer-

polymer interactions common in bulk semi-crystalline polymers.  In this investigation, the 

13C-T1 method used is that developed by Torchia,107 and termed CP-T1.  This method has the 

advantage of suppressing two experimental artifacts: 

(a) Carbon signals whose polarization originates from spin-lattice relaxation rather than 

CP. 
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(b) Voltage transients due to the 13C pulsed rf field such as magnetoacoustic ringing of 

the receiver coil. 

The CP-T1 experiment begins with a 90O pulse on the proton, which is followed by cross-

polarization (CP).  With completion of CP, 90O pulse is phase alternated every other scan to 

alternatively store magnetization along +z or –z axis.  The 13C magnetization is then allowed 

to relax to 1/e of its equilibrium value with a time constant T1.  The resulting magnetization 

is then detected with a final carbon pulse.  The pulse sequence and vector diagram illustrating 

this process are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Pulse sequence for the CP-T1. 
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Figure 7. Vector diagram of the CP-T1 pulse sequence. 
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The 13C spin-lattice relaxation times (T1C) were measured using a Chemagnetics CMC 200S 

spectrometer with a field strength of 200.6 MHz, which corresponds to the proton Larmor 

frequency.  The π/2 pulse width was set at 6.25 µs.  The cross polarization contact times were 

set at 1.00 ms for pure samples and 1.50 ms for the IC samples.  The pulse delay time was set 

at 3.00 s. Spin-lattice relaxation times were obtained using the CP-T1 exponential decay 

function with 10 -12 different time values (τ).  The MAS spinning speed was operated within 

the range of 4.0 – 4.2 kHz. 

3.1.2.2. Proton spin-lattice relaxation times T1H  

The proton spin-lattice T1 also probes low amplitude motions in the high frequency MHz 

range. Information obtained from this experiment is used to characterize the nature of 

microphase structure and heterogeneity in copolymers and polymer blends.  The data 

obtained can be used to quantitatively determine the upper limit on the extent of miscibility 

or spatial distribution of different phases in the polymer system.  In this work, the T1H’s were 

obtained with the same instrumentation as in the T1C experiment.  The T1H’s were measured 

by observing the 13C channel after a π-τ-π/2 (inversion recovery) pulse sequence followed by 

CP.  The pulse sequence diagram is shown in Figure 8.  The π and π/2 pulse widths were set 

at 12.0 and 6.0 µs respectively.  Other experimental parameters and conditions were similar 

with those used in the 13C spin-lattice relaxation times experiments. 

3.1.2.3. Proton Spin-Lattice Relaxation in the Rotating Frame T1ρH 

In this experiment, we seek to probe high amplitude motions of the polymer in the low 

frequency (kHz) motional regime.  It allows us to measure the extent of proton magnetization 

under the spin-locking condition. The dynamics of proton magnetization provides 
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information on the lower limit of the degree of miscibility of polymer molecules in the 

spatial range of a few nanometers.  The instrument used for this experiment is the Bruker  

 

 

Figure 8.  Pulse sequence of inversion recovery for T1H. 
 

DSX wide-bore system operating at a field strength of 300.13 MHz.  The π/2 pulse width 

was set at 4.5 µs and a cross polarization contact time of 1.00 ms was used.  A typical 

experiment took ~ 6.00 hrs.  The diagram of the pulse sequence is shown in Figure 9.   

3.1.3. Two-Dimensional NMR Technique 

Two-dimensional NMR experiments yield spectra having two frequency coordinates.  This 

helps to improve spectral resolution over those observed in one-dimensional NMR 

experiments, where some resonances are partially or fully overlapping.  

 

 

1H 

180°

13C 
τ CP
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Figure 9.  Pulse sequence for measuring T1ρH. 
 

There are four time periods in the 2-D NMR experiment: 

1. Preparation period is where the sequence is initiated, and the spin system is allowed 

to come to an equilibrium state with the surrounding.  This allows for reproducibility 

of the starting conditions for the rest of the experiment. 

2. Evolution period, t1, where the components of the spin in three spatial coordinates x, 

y, z are allowed to evolve under all the forces acting upon the nuclei. 

3. Mixing period, τm, the system is subjected to either pulses or delays that cause the 

transfer of magnetization between spins that have already been frequency labeled in 

the t1, or evolution, period. 

4. Detection period, t2, is the final segment of the experiment during which signal 

acquisition takes place.  An outline of the various periods is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  Outline of solid-state 2D Heteronuclear Correlation experiment. 

 

In this study, the 2-D NMR experiment employed is the heteronuclear correlation (HetCor) 

experiment.  In this correlated NMR experiment resonances that are frequency labeled in the 

t1 period are correlated with the frequencies in the t2 period.  By this means carbons and 

protons that are strongly coupled will be correlated, thereby elucidating the structural 

connectivity of the materials.  In materials with poorly resolved proton chemical shifts in 1-D 

NMR spectra, 2-D 1H-13C heteronuclear spectroscopy provides increased and often complete 

resolution. 

3.1.3.1. 1H-13C Heteronuclear Correlation Experiments in the Solid-State 

This experiment was originally proposed by Caravatti et al.108 The basic sequence of the 

HetCor technique is common for all 2-D NMR experiments.  In this study, an improved 

version of the earlier pulse sequence,108 developed by Burum and Bielecki109 was used.  In 

this improved pulse sequence, a special mixing pulse sequence is applied after the evolution 

period.  This sequence of pulses transfers polarization selectively from the protons to the 

carbon spin system through hetero-nuclear dipolar interactions.  A phase cycling scheme is 

also added to the experiment in order to eliminate potential artifacts.  The most important 

segment of this experiment is the evolution period, where it is critical to effectively suppress 

both the 1H-1H homo-nuclear dipolar interaction, and the 1H-13C hetero-nuclear dipolar 
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interaction.  Suppression of these interactions is necessary, otherwise proton resolution and 

selectivity will be lost, compromising the ability to obtain a useful HetCor spectrum.  To 

suppress these interactions, pulse sequences which incorporate two BLEW -12 sequences 

applied to the protons and a BB-24 sequence are synchronously applied to the 13C spins.  In 

the mixing period, the Windowless Isotropic Mixing (WIM-24) pulse sequence108b (isotropic 

because it re-establishes strong coupling limit for 13C and 1H but without 1H-1H couplings) 

was used, because it was observed to be most appropriate in achieving selective polarization 

transfer, while suppressing the proton-proton homo-nuclear dipolar coupling.  The WIM-24 

pulse sequence is simultaneously applied to both the 1H and 13C spins, this is required for 1H-

13C hetero-nuclear interactions, and the 13C-13C dipolar interactions are scaled to zero.  The 

pulse sequence is shown in Figure 11. 

The HetCor spectra were acquired on a Bruker 300 DSX wide-bore instrument with a proton 

π/2 pulse width between 3.1 – 3.8 µs and MAS between 4.0 – 4.2 kHz.  The spin diffusion 

time, τm, inserted varied between 200 µs – 100 ms.  In a typical experiment, 64 points were 

acquired in the t1 dimension and 1024 complex points in the t2 dimension, and the spectra 

were zero-filled to a final size of 1024 x 256.  The approximate time for the HetCor 

experiments ranged from 11 – 24 hrs. 
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Figure 11.  Pulse Sequence for 2D Heteronuclear Correlation  experiment. 
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4.  Results and Discussion 

We had previously reported on the synthesis and characterization of the two biodegradable 

block copolymers evaluated in this study and their inclusion complexes with cyclodextrins 

(see Appendices 1 and 2).  In those studies, the block lengths of the copolymers were 

determined using solution proton NMR, and they were found to be as follows: PCL-b-PLLA 

(PCL = 94 and PLLA = 82) and PCL-PPG-PCL (PCL = 45 and PPO = 60).  The ICs were 

characterized mainly by powder X-ray diffraction, FTIR and TGA techniques.  In the PCL-b-

PLLA/α-CD-IC, experimental evidence showed that the block copolymer chain was well 

encapsulated within the narrow channels of α-CD.  While for the PCL-PPG-PCL, the TGA 

results showed evidence of double thermal transitions for the α-CD/IC, but a single thermal 

transition for the γ-CD/IC.  Analysis of these results indicated that the PPG segment was not 

included in the α-CD/IC.  The WAXD results confirmed that the crystal packing mode of all 

the ICs were that of a typical channel structure for both the α- and γ -CD/ICs.  In this 

chapter, we will present evidence from 13C CP/MAS spectra showing resolved resonances of 

the chemically different types of carbons of the block copolymers.  13C CP/MAS spectra will 

further confirm the isolation of the block copolymers chains with the confined channels of 

the cyclodextrins from the CP/MAS data.  We will then proceed to compare the molecular 

dynamics of the polymer chains in two different environments: in the bulk and as isolated 

chains in the ICs which were determined by the 13C CP-T1 method.  The nature of proton 

spin communication in these samples will be demonstrated based on our results of the proton 

spin-lattice relaxations data both in the rotating and laboratory frames, T1ρH and T1H, 

respectively.  The 2D-NMR experimental methods used in this study will be presented to 

further elaborate on the nature of dynamics in these samples. 
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4.1. Structure and Conformation via CP/MAS 

Figure 12 shows the 13C CP/MAS spectra of bulk PCL-b-PLLA, neat α-CD, and PCL-b-

PLLA-α-CD-IC.  The top spectrum (Figure 12a) is that of bulk PCL-b-PLLA, showing the 

downfield resonances of the carbonyl (C=O) carbons of both PCL and PLLA in the region of 

170 -174 ppm.  The C=O resonance of PCL at around 174 ppm is more downfield compared 

to that of PLLA at around 171 ppm.  The signals of the spinning sidebands from both of 

these groups are identified at around 235 ppm and 110 ppm.  The methine (CH) carbon 

resonance of PLLA is observed at about 71 ppm, and the methylene (CH2) carbon of the PCL 

adjacent to the ester oxygen is observed at 66 ppm.  The signals of the inner methylene 

carbons of PCL are observed in the region between 34 ppm to 26 ppm.  The methyl (CH3) 

carbon resonance of PLLA is noted at 18 ppm. The multiplicity observed in this spectrum is 

attributed to the presence of a two phase structure (crystalline and non-crystalline) in this 

material.  The assignment of the carbon resonances of this diblock copolymer has been based 

on previously reported work on their homopolymers: PCL110,111and PLLA.55  The middle 

spectrum (Figure 12b) is that of neat α-CD which shows the usual multiplicities in the carbon 

resonances associated with the un-complexed α-CD.112  The bottom spectrum (Figure 12c) is 

that of the PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC.  In this spectrum, the carbon resonances of the 

copolymer, though of low intensity, can still be easily recognized, especially in the downfield 

region of the carbonyl carbons and the upfield region of the inner methines of PCL and 

methyl of PLLA.  A summary of the chemical shift data is presented in Table 17.   

The 13C CP/MAS of the triblock PCL-PPG-PCL and its ICs with α- and γ-CDs are shown in 

Figures 13 and 14.  The top spectrum in both of these Figures 13a and 14a are those of bulk 
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PCL-PPG-PCL.  The downfield resonance of the carbonyl carbon of the PCL is observed at 

about 175 ppm with one of its spinning sidebands noted at about 115 ppm.  The methine and 
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Figure 12.   13C-Chemical shift of (a) PCL-b-PLLA, (b) α-CD, and (c) PCL-b-PLLA-α-
CD-IC. 

 

methylene carbons resonances from the PPG segment are observed at 77 and 73 ppm 

respectively.  The signal of the α-methylene carbon adjacent to the ester oxygen of the PCL 
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is observed at 67 ppm.  The inner methylene carbon resonances of the PCL block are 

observed in the normal region of around 31 ppm to 35 ppm.  The signal of the methyl carbon 

of the PPG is observed at about 20 ppm.  The middle spectra (Figures 13b and 14b) are those 

of α- and γ-CDs, while the bottom spectra (Figures 13c and 14c) represent the ICs 

 

Table 17.  13C-Chemical Shifts of PCL-b-PLLA and Its α-CD-IC 

                                                                              9 
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   Polymer       CD   
Sample 1 2 3/4 5 6 7 8 9 C1 C4 C2,C3,C5 C6 
Pure 
Polymer 

66.33 30.18 26.71 34.24 174.25 
173.39 

171.93 
170.45 

70.93 
68.75 

18.36 
17.17 

    

 
α-CD 

            

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
66.66 

 
 

 
26.86 

 
34.84 

 
174.28 

 
172.32 

  
18.29 

 
102.22 

 
82.22 

 
73.78 

 
61.75 

 

of the triblock in both of the CDs.  The summary of the chemical shift information for PCL-

PPG-PCL and its ICs is presented in Table 18. 
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Figure 13. 13C Chemical shift of (a) PCL-PPG-PCL-PCL, (b) α-CD, and (c) PCL-PPG-
PCL-PCL-α-CD-IC. 
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Figure 14.  13C Chemical shift of (a) PCL-PPG-PCL-PCL, (b) γ-CD, and (c)  PCL-PPG-
PCL-PCL-γ-CD-IC. 
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Table 18. 13C Chemical shifts of PCL-PPG-PCL and Its α- and γ-CD-ICs 
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   Polymer       CD   
Sample 1 2 3/4 5 6 7 8 9 C1 C4 C2,C3,C5 C6 
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Polymer 

67.18 31.05 27.6 35.1 175.0 77.3 75.35 19.72     
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Polymer 
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67.61 

 
30.99 

 
27.75 

 
35.7 

 
175.19 
173.38 

    
103.07 

 
84.49 

 
74.67 

 
65.45 
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γ-CD 

            

 
Polymer 
γCD/IC 

 
66.37 
 

 
30.22 

 
26.61 

 
34.36 

 
174.31 

   
18.59 

 
106.2 
108.99 

 
83.53 
82.14 

 
74.49 
73.09 

 
61.71 

 

 

As can be observed from the CP/MAS spectra, the uncomplexed CDs show a multiplicity of 

resonances for the C1-6 carbons.  In solid-state 13C-NMR, these multiplicities represent the 

number of inequivalent sites.  For CD molecules, it is an indication that the constituent 

glucose rings are arranged in a rigid, less symmetric cyclic conformation.  Upon the 
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formation of ICs, the 13C resonances of all the CD carbons typically show a reduction in 

multiplicity, as is shown in the spectra presented in Figures 12-14.  This reduction in 

multiplicity is an indication that the CD molecules have adopted a more flexible, symmetric 

cyclic conformation and is evidence suggesting the formation of an IC.  This conclusion has 

been supported by earlier CP/MAS 13C-NMR spectra of polymer-CD/ICs.83,89 

The CP/MAS 13C-NMR spectra show well-resolved isotropic chemical shifts that enable us 

to identify the unique chemical environments in the solid state for the polymer chains.  This 

enables us to make a few comments on the conformation of the isolated di- and triblock 

copolymer chains.  In the PCL-b-PLLA α-CD/IC, the chemical shifts of the isolated diblock 

copolymer chains and that of the pure semi-crystalline material were found to be quite 

similar (Table 19).  This suggests that in the two different environments (crystalline phase of 

the bulk sample and the α-CD/IC) the diblock copolymer chains adopt similar 

conformations.  A similar observation is noted when we compare the chemical shifts of the 

PCL segment of the isolated triblock copolymer chains and that of the pure semi-crystalline 

material (Table 20 column 5).  However, we cannot suggest conformations as similar for the 

PCL segments in the bulk semi-crystalline material and the IC for the triblock-γ-CD/IC.  The 

last column in Table 20 indicates the absolute difference in ppm for each carbon resonance of 

the triblock copolymers in γ -CD/IC.  The signals from the methine and methylene carbons of 

the PPG segment were not observed, since they overlapped with those of the C2, C3, and C5 

resonances of the CD molecules.  We note that there is an upfield shift of approximately 1.0 

ppm for the isolated PCL block of the triblock chains in the γ -CD/IC compared to the pure 

bulk semi-crystalline sample.  We suggest that this difference in chemical shift is due to the 

different packing environments of the isolated PCL block chains.  It has been previously 
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observed that two PCL homopolymer chains can fit into its γ -CD/IC,94,113 due to the larger 

channel diameter compared to α-CD, so γ-CD may also entrap two PCL chains of the 

triblock polymer.  

 

Table 19.  Comparison of 13C δ in ppm for bulk and isolated PCL-b-PLLA chains in α-
CD-IC 

 
 

 
carbon 

Bulk 
polymer

Polymer-
αCD/IC

 
(∆IC)α 

1 66.33 66.66 0.33 
2 30.18 - - 

3,4 26.71 26.86 0.15 
5 34.24 34.84 0.60 
6 174.3 174.30 0.00 
7 171.9 172.32 0.42 
8 68.80 - - 
9 18.40 18.30 0.10 
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Table 20.  Comparison of 13C δ in ppm for bulk and isolated PCL-PPG-PCL chains in 
α- and γ-CD-ICs 

 
 
Carbon 

Bulk 
polymer 

Polymer-
αCD/IC 

Polymer-
γCD/IC 

 
(∆IC)α 

 
(∆IC)γ

1 67.18 67.61 66.37 0.43 0.81 
2 31.05 30.99 30.22 0.06 0.83 
3,4 27.6 27.75 26.61 0.15 0.99 
5 35.1 35.7 34.36 0.6 0.74 
6 175.0 175.19 174.31 0.19 0.69 
7 77.3 - - - - 
8 75.35 - - - - 
9 19.72 - 18.59 - 1.13 
 

4.2. Spin-Lattice Relaxation Studies 

One of the great advantages of solid-state 13C CP/MAS, is that it provides information on 

well-resolved individual carbon species and this can be exploited to understand the dynamics 

of the polymer chains.  Spin-lattice relaxation phenomenon enables us to characterize the 

dynamics of polymer chains within the time-scale of NMR experiments.  Polymer dynamics 

in the following time-scales have been investigated here: 

i. Motional frequencies in the MHz region by the spin-lattice relaxation times in the 

laboratory frame [T1C, T1H]. 

ii. Motional frequencies in the kHz region by the proton spin-lattice relaxation times 

in the rotating frame (T1ρH) detected indirectly via the carbon channel. 
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Information from these experimental methods provides some understanding of the nature of 

polymer chain motion in the bulk and in the IC, and also on the morphology of the bulk 

polymer. 

4.2.1. Carbon Relaxation - CP-T1C 

We have observed the mobility of the pure semi-crystalline copolymers and their isolated 

chains in α- and γ-CD/ICs in the megahertz region using the CP-T1 method of Torchia.107 

These results are presented in Table 21 for PCL-b-PLLA and its IC with α-CD, while Table 

22 shows that of PCL-PPG-PCL and its ICs with both α- and γ-CD.  In both of the bulk 

copolymers, double exponential-decay relaxation times are observed, for the PCL and PLLA 

blocks.  This further confirms a two phase (crystalline and amorphous) morphology for the 

bulk copolymers.  The homopolymer of PCL is known to exhibit double exponential-decay 

relaxation times.94,110 The longer T1 values are ascribed to the rigid crystalline phase of the 

copolymers.  The purely amorphous PPG segments of the triblock experienced very fast 

relaxation (~ 0.3 s) as would be expected. The uncomplexed CD molecules had long 

relaxation times, with the α-CD having a longer T1 value than γ-CD.  This suggests that the 

α-CD is a more rigid structure than γ-CD.  Upon IC formation, there is a dramatic increase in 

the mobility of the isolated polymer chains, especially of the inner methylene carbons of the 

PCL segment, as they show very short T1 values.  This very rapid motion of the isolated 

polymer chains within the channels of CD had been previously observed.94,95  Also with the 

CD molecules, the motion of the carbon nuclei has increased, but not as much when 

compared with those of the polymer chain.  The results of the T1C relaxation times reflect on 

the contributions of cooperative interactions between the polymer chains in both the bulk di 

and tri-block copolymers.  We can infer that motion in the megahertz region is strongly  
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Table 21.  T1C (sec) for bulk PCL-b-PLLA, α-CD, and PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
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C C C C C C
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O CH3
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1     2     3     4     5     6 7      8

 
 
 
 

O
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OH
O

CH2OH
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4
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  Polymer        CD   
Sample 1 2 3/4 5 6 7 8 9 C1 C4 C2,C3,C5 C6 
Pure 
Polymer 

9.3 
66.83 
 

0.85 
30.28 

1.52 
80.03 
 

6.61 
70.41 

47.3 
106.5 

34.99 
62.70 

15.73 
23.04 

1.25 
60.75 

    

 
α-CD 

        131.58 173.06 112.26 39.19 

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
8.8 

 
0.52 

 
0.65 

 
0.56 

 
23.31 

 
26.22 

  
 

 
18.63 

 
17.09 

 
15.03 

 
5.39 
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Table 22.  T1C (sec) for bulk PCL-PPG-PCL, α-CD, γ-CD and PCL-PPG-PCL-CD-ICs 
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  Polymer        CD   
Sample 1 2 3,4 5 6 7 8 9 C1 C4 C2,C3,C5 C6 
Pure 
Polymer 

8.86 
82.22 

2.22 
95.45 

2.05 
83.88 

3.44 
110.11 

53 
190.71 

0.31 0.24      

 
α-CD 

        131.58 173.06 112.36 39.19 

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
0.89 

 
0.78 

 
0.88 

 
0.46 

 
16.89 

    
21.21 

 
17.42 

 
12.94 

 
1.16 

 
γ-CD 

        31.84 24.41 17.42 2.43 

 
Polymer 
γCD/IC 

 
1.33 

 
1.17 

 
0.65 

 
3.94 

 
12.99 

   
0.42 

 
13.91 

 
14.4 

 
11.57 

 
1.14 

 

 

influenced by the tight packing of the polymer chains in the bulk crystal.  Once the individual 

polymer chains are de-coupled from interactions with other polymer chains through IC 

formation, restriction to their motion is mainly due to the constraints imposed by the rigid 

structure of the CDs.  This leads us to suggest that intermolecular interactions dominate the 
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MHz frequency dynamics of the polymer chains in the bulk.  Also the dynamics of the 

isolated polymer chains (PCL blocks) seems to be independent of whether the copolymer is 

di- or triblock, the nature of the attached blocks, and whether the other block is also included 

in the IC channels.   

4.2.2. Proton Relaxation via 13C-detected T1H and T1ρH 

Investigation of the proton relaxation provides information on the nature of proton spin-

diffusion in the samples, which reflects the strength of 1H-1H dipolar interactions. The proton 

relaxation is sensitive to microscopic variations in motions. Communication among protons 

that are in close proximity causes them to act as if they are from the same spin pool and, 

therefore, average to a single value of T1H and T1ρH.  T1H being sensitive to motion in the 

megahertz region, measures spin diffusion over long segments (20 nm) of the polymer chain, 

while T1ρH, reflects spin diffusion  over short segments (2 nm) of the polymer chain since it 

is sensitive to motions in the kilohertz region. Therefore, an upper and lower limit of the 

domain sizes in the block copolymers can be determined.  The technique of proton relaxation 

in the laboratory or rotating frames detected through the carbon channel has been used to 

study the extent of miscibility in polymer blends111,114 and block copolymer115 materials.  

From the data obtained we can comment on the length scale of miscibility (domain sizes) in 

the bulk semi-crystalline copolymers and also on the exchange of magnetization between the 

guest polymers and the CD host.  The 13C-detected T1H probes motion in the megahertz 

frequency range therefore, we can access the maximum diffusive path length in the materials.  

The T1H data for bulk PCL-b-PLLA, α-CD and PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD /IC are presented in 

Table 23, while in Table 24 we present similar data for PCL-PPG-PCL, α-CD, γ-CD, and 

PCL-PPG-PCL and its ICs. Within the limits of experimental error, the values of the T1H 
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average to a single value for all of the pure samples.  For PCL-b-PLLA and PCL-PPG-PCL, 

the average T1H values are 0.79 s and 0.60 s respectively, while for the CDs the average T1H 

values are 2.70 s and 0.82 s for α-CD and γ-CD respectively.  Upon IC formation, the 

mobility of all the various molecular species increased, leading to shorter T1H values.  This 

may also be attributed to a larger spin reservoir of protons in the IC samples.  Nonetheless, 

the T1H still averages to a single value.  In PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD/IC, the value of T1H for the 

copolymer is 0.48 s, while those of the α-CD protons is 0.67 s.  In PCL-PPG-PCL α- and γ-

CD ICs, the average T1H value for PCL-PPG-PCL is 0.48 s, while those of the CDs was 0.51 

s  and 0.49 s for α-CD and γ-CD respectively.  The T1H values for the pure semi-crystalline 

block copolymers shows that on the time scale of the experiment, there is efficient proton 

communication between the various segments of the copolymers, and therefore the block 

copolymers are homogeneous on this time-scale.  In the PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD/IC, we notice 

that the T1H values of the copolymer and α-CD are converging relative to their individual 

pure components.  This suggests that though proton spin diffusion is taking place, it is not 

efficient enough to average into a single value.  However, in the PCL-PPG-PCL-α-CD and γ-

CD, the values of the T1H average to a single value 0.49 s, indicating an efficient proton spin 

diffusion in these samples.  An approximate value of the domain size which is related to the 

length scale of spin diffusion can be calculated from the expression:114a 

   L ≈ (6DT)1/2,       2 

where L is the measure of length scale of spin diffusion in nm, T is the relaxation times, and 

D is the diffusion coefficient typically taken to be 100 nm2/s.  A tabulated summary of 
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Table 23.  T1H (sec) for bulk PCL-b-PLLA, α-CD, and PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
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0.81 

 
0.81 

 
0.82 
 

 
0.85 

 
0.76 

 
0.76 

 
0.75 

 
0.7 

    

 
α-CD 

         
2.72 

 
2.76 

 
2.79 

 
2.51 

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
0.56 

 
0.44 
 

 
0.46 
 

 
0.41
 

 
0.57 

 
0.35 

 
 

 
0.6 
 

 
0.65
 

 
0.66 
 

 
0.72 
 

 
0.63 
 

 

these values are given in Tables 25 and 26.  An obvious observation from this data is the very 

similar value (17 nm) of the length scale of proton spin diffusion in the MHz frequency 

regime for the isolated copolymers (di- and triblocks) within the cavities of CDs. 

The results of the proton relaxation parameter T1ρH measured at the kilohertz region are 

presented in Tables 27 and 28.  This parameter measures the extent of phase separation to a 

few nano- nanometers in polymer blends and copolymer systems.  If the rate of proton spin-

diffusion is efficient on the length scale of 2 nm or less, we should observe an averaging of 
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the relaxation time to a single value for the various protons in the samples.  Therefore, we 

can comment on the morphologies of the samples within this spatial dimension. 

Table 24.  T1H (sec) for bulk PCL-PPG-PCL, α-CD, γ-CD and PCL-PPG-PCL-CD-ICs 
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  Polymer        CD   
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Polymer 0.63 0.63 0.59 0.62 0.61 0.57 0.57      
 
α-CD 

         
2.72 

 
2.76 

 
2.79 

 
2.51 

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
0.42 

 
0.43 

 
0.5 

 
0.45 

 
0.57 

    
0.52 

 
0.51 

 
0.49 

 
0.52 

 
γ-CD 

         
0.90 

 
0.78 

 
0.85 

 
0.74 

 
Polymer 
γCD/IC 

 
0.25 

 
0.46 

 
0.53 

 
0.55 

 
0.60 

    
0.52 

 
0.49 

 
0.48 

 
0.47 
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Table 25.  Approximate length scale of proton spin diffusion (nm) of bulk PCL-b-
PLLA, and its isolated chains in α-CD-IC by T1H 
 

Sample Pure IC 
PCL-b-PLLA 21.6 16.7 

α-CD 40.7 19.8 
 

 

Table 26.  Approximate length scale of proton spin diffusion (nm) of bulk PCL-PPG-   
PCL, and its isolated chains in α- and γ-CD-ICs by T1H 

 
Sample Pure α-CD/IC  γ -CD/IC  

PCL-PPG-PCL 18.0 17.0 16.8 
α-CD 40.7 17.5  
γ-CD 22.2  17.1 

 

The results presented in Tables 27 and 28 suggests that micro-scale heterogeneity exists in 

the structure of both semi-crystalline di- and triblock copolymers as the T1ρH observed for the 

protons attached to the carbons in the different blocks did not converge to a single value.  In 

the rigid crystalline CD molecules the T1ρH values are similar: 5.6 ms and 5.4 ms for α-CD 

and γ-CD respectively.  Upon formation of the ICs, we notice a general reduction in T1ρH 

values for the isolated copolymer chains, while the T1ρH values for the α-CD increased.  No 

significant change in T1ρH values for γ -CD was observed upon IC formation.    To discern 

information from this data, we compared the proton T1ρ relaxation times of the inner 

methylenes (C3 and C4) of the PCL chains in both the di- and triblock copolymers to that of 

the C1 carbon of the CDs.  In the PCL-b-PLLA/α-CD samples, (Table 27) the T1ρH values 

for the diblock before and after IC formation were 30.8 ms and 11.8 ms respectively, 
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Table 27.  T1ρH (ms) of bulk PCL-b-PLLA, α-CD, and PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
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  Polymer        CD   
Sample 1 2 3/4 5 6 7 8 9 C1 C4 C2,C3,C5 C6 
Polymer 41.5 28.9 30.8 36.1 46.8 41.8 39.5 40.6     
 
α-CD 

         
5.6 

 
5.5 

 
5.5 

 
5.6 

 
Polymer 
αCD/IC 

 
 

 
12.2 

 
11.8 

 
14.3 

 
47.2 

 
20.0 

  
24.2 

 
9.5 

 
8.1 

 
7.5 

 
8.5 

 
 
while for was α-CD it was 5.6 ms and 9.5 ms before and after IC formation.  Similarly, in the 

PCL-PPG-PCL/α- and γ-CD samples, (Table 28) the T1ρH values for the triblock before and 

after IC formation were 49.2 ms, 12.9 ms (α-CD) and 15.4 ms (γ-CD).  The T1ρH value for α-

CD upon IC formation with the triblock, was 8.2 ms, while the values for γ-CD before and 

after IC formation were 5.9 ms and 5.4 ms respectively.  With the exception of the triblock-γ-

CD/IC, we observed an approaching convergence in the T1ρH values of the isolated polymer 

chains and those of the CDs.  This indicates that there is some degree of exchange of 

magnetization between the isolated polymer chains and the CDs, but this proton 

communication is evidently not completely efficient.  We had earlier observed similar proton 

communication behavior in the IC of homopolymer PCL with α-CD.  Given that T1ρH 

measures proton spin diffusion on the length scale of 2 nm or less,  that the channel diameter 

of α-CD (~ 0.5 nm), and the space-filling volume of  PCL, this lack of convergence in the 
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T1ρH is rather odd.  We can only speculate as to the origin of this behavior.  Generally, 

molecular mobility has a tendency of reducing homonuclear dipolar interactions such as 1H-

1H couplings,116 we suggest that the dipolar interactions between the protons of the isolated 

polymer chains and those of the CDs, may be weakened due to the relatively faster motion of 

the isolated chains.  This naturally will lead to a less than efficient diffusion of proton spins 

between the two motionally decoupled species in spite of their physical proximity.   

 

Table 28.  T1ρH (ms) Bulk PCL-PPG-PCL, α-CD, γ-CD and PCL-PPG-PCL-CD-ICs 
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In Figures 15 and 16, we present results probing the temperature dependent behavior of the 

mobility of the PCL-b-PLLA diblock copolymer in the kilohertz region.  In both of these 

figures, we observe a minimum in the T1ρH values for each of the segments of the diblock.  

This indicates that the relaxation process is dominated by spin-lattice relaxation and not 

proton spin diffusion.  Also we observe that at the T1ρH minimum, (T = 253 K) approaching 

the Tg of pure PCL (~213 K) and well below the Tg of pure PLLA (~333 K), there is a much 

closer convergence of the T1ρH values.  This indicates that in spite of the micro-phase 

heterogeneity in the polymer, proton spin diffusion becomes more efficient as the mobility of 

the polymer chains become hindered at the lower temperatures.  A summary of the T1ρH 

values is presented in Table 29.  No discernable relationship was established in the 

temperature dependent study of the copolymer-IC sample. 

4.2.3. 2D-NMR Hetero-nuclear Correlation (HetCor) Technique 

The 2D-HetCor technique provides detailed structural information of polymers.117 It is also a 

powerful method applied in understanding the extent of miscibility in polymer blends118 and 

the nature of intramolecular polarization transfer in copolymers.119 In this investigation, we 

have taken advantage of the utility of HetCor to further probe the morphology of the bulk 

semi-crystalline polymers and to probe 1H spin-diffusion within the copolymer blocks and 

between the copolymers and the CDs.  In Figures 17-20, we present 2D HetCor spectra at 

various mixing times for bulk semi-crystalline PCL-b-PLLA, and in Figures 21-25, are 2D 

HetCor spectra with various mixing times for PCL-b-PLLA-αCD/IC.  The HetCor spectrum 

of the diblock copolymer at zero mixing time from 0 ppm to 80 ppm in 13C frequency is 

shown in Figure 17.  In this spectrum, the direct correlations between the protonated carbons 

to their directly attached protons are well-resolved.    
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Figure 15.  Variable Temperature - T1ρH dependence of PCL block of PCL-b-PLLA. 
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Figure 16.  Variable Temperature -T1ρH dependence of PLLA block of PCL-PLLA. 
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Table 29.  Temperature dependent T1ρH values for bulk PCL-b-PLLA 
 

 
 
No strong correlation was observed between the non-protonated carbonyl carbons with the  

proton spin reservoir. With increasing spin diffusion mixing times (Figures 18-20) we 

observed a correlation between the methyl protons and methine protons of the PLLA, and 

also a correlation between the methylene  protons of the PCL.  This indicates that by 

increasing the mixing time up to 1 ms intra-molecular transfer of proton magnetization is 

taking place between the methyl and methine protons of PLLA, and the methylene protons of 

PCL.  However, the mixing time of 1 ms was not long enough to observe a complete 

through-space intermolecular transfer of proton magnetization between the two blocks (PCL 

and PLLA) of the copolymer.  Shown in Figures 21-25 are the 2D HetCor spectra of the 

copolymer-α-CD/IC.  With respect to the proton communication within the isolated 

copolymer chains, since the methine protons of the PLLA is enveloped under the signal of 

the CD, we cannot comment on the intramolecular polarization transfer between these 

protons and methyl protons of the PLLA.  But the results show that there is intra-block 

proton spin diffusion between the methylene protons of the PCL.  At very long mixing time 

of 100 ms (Figure 25), we observed a correlation between the methylene protons attached to 

the β-carbon of PCL with the methyl protons of PLLA.  This indicates that at very long 
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mixing times there is some through-space inter-block proton-proton spin interaction.  

However, with respect to the interaction between the copolymer chains and CD molecules, 

incomplete spin diffusion was observed.  This observation mirrors our results in the T1ρH 

experiments. 
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Figure 17.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of bulk PCL-b-PLLA with 
no spin diffusion. 
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Figure 18.  2D 1H–13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of bulk PCL-b-PLLA with 
100 µs spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 19.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of bulk PCL-b-PLLA with 
500 µs spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 20.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of bulk PCL-b-PLLA with 1 
ms spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 21.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
with 50 µs spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 22.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
with 1 ms spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 23.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
with 10 ms spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 24.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
with 50 ms spin diffusion time. 
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Figure 25.  2D 1H-13C Heteronuclear correlation spectrum of PCL-b-PLLA-α-CD-IC 
with 100 ms spin diffusion time. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH 

We have confirmed the structures and morphologies of the biodegradable copolymers of 

interest. Both copolymers are semi-crystalline in nature. Isolating the chains of these 

copolymers within CDs provided a useful model to investigate the dynamics of the isolated 

chains. CP-T1 indicates that intermolecular interaction strongly restricts the mobility of the 

bulk semi-crystalline copolymers in their crystalline regions on the MHz motional time scale. 

Proton spin-diffusion was complete in both the copolymer chains in the MHz motional 

frequency regime in the bulk and the ICs.  On the kHz frequency time-scale, complete proton 

spin-diffusion was not observed either in the semi-crystalline copolymers or the copolymer-

CD/ICs.  2D HetCor confirmed the structural characterization of the diblock copolymers.  In 

the pure diblock copolymer, in the limit of mixing time = 1 ms, 1H-1H intra-block interaction 

was observed, but not for inter-block 1H-1H communication.  However, in the IC at very long 

mixing time (100 ms), 1H-1H spin diffusion was observed between the methylene protons 

attached to the β-carbon of PCL and methyl protons of PLLA block.  Also in the IC, totally 

efficient proton spin-diffusion was not observed between the copolymer chains and the CD 

molecules.  This mirrored our observations in the proton T1ρ (1H) experiment.  

For future directions of this investigation, it would be of interest to further probe the nature 

of proton spin-diffusion in the polymer-CD/ICs in the kHz frequency regime.  Given the 

dimension of the α-CD inner cavity and the size of the isolated copolymer chains, it seems 

reasonable to expect an efficient proton spin-diffusion between the two in this system.  Other 

solid-state 2D NMR techniques, such as the 2D-Wideline Separation (WISE) technique, can 

be employed to further investigate the dynamics of these materials.  Since biodegradation of 

the pure semi-crystalline copolymers is influenced by the nature of polymer morphology, it 
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would be interesting to study the influence of copolymer block lengths on miscibility and 

also biodegradation.  Finally, solid-state NMR studies of PCL-PLLA and PCL-PPG-PCL 

copolymers coalesced from their CD-ICs should be performed to determine the scale of 

mixing between their constituent blocks, which is expected to be more intimate than as-

synthesized, solution-cast, or precipitated bulk copolymer samples. 
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ABSTRACT:  A well-defined biodegradable block copolymer (PCL-b-PLLA, 

Mn=1.72×104, Mw/Mn=1.37) of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) 

was synthesized by a two-step ring-opening polymerization of  ε-caprolactone and L-

lactide. Furthermore we found that α-cyclodextrin (α-CD) molecules may 

simultaneously thread onto both PLLA and PCL blocks of PCL-b-PLLA to form an 

inclusion complex (IC). Washing the copolymer-α-CD IC with hot water removed the 

α-CD and the copolymer chains were coalesced. Very interestingly, the coalesced 

copolymer sample shows a great suppression in microphase separation, compared with 

the as-synthesized copolymer. In contrast to the significant decrease in crystallinity of 

ca. 50 % and up to 79 % for PCL and PLLA blocks respectively, the melting points 

(Tm’s) and the cold crystallization temperatures (Tcc’s) of both PCL and PLLA blocks 

of the coalesced sample increased in DSC measurements. These results may imply that 

only small amounts of more extended crystals, with less chain folding, were produced 

during the process of copolymer coalescence. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectra, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 

and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurements were employed to 

demonstrate formation of the block copolymer α-CD IC, as well as to gauge the 

suppression of the microphase separation in the coalesced sample. 

 Keywords: Block copolymer, cyclodextrin inclusion, coalescence 
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Introduction 

    Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligomers of amylose, consisting of 6, 7 or 8 glucose units, 

and are named α-, β-, and γ-cyclodextrin1. Supramolecular inclusion complexes (ICs) 

organized by noncovalent interactions can be formed by threading CD molecules onto 

polymer chains. The driving force for the threading process is due to intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding between neighboring CDs, as well as steric compatibility and hydrophobic 

interactions between host and guest molecules2-4. Since the discovery by Harada et al that α-

CD may form a crystalline IC with poly(ethylene glycol) in aqueous solution5,  many kinds 

of linear polymeric guests with either hydrophilic or hydrophobic natures were found to have  

the ability to form ICs with different types of CDs. For instance, an IC of α-CD with the 

biodegradable poly(ε-lysine) was obtained recently by Yui et al6, and according to literature 

reports, ICs of CDs and aliphatic polyesters have been studied by several groups7-9.  

    Aliphatic polyesters are biodegradable and biocompatible, and therefore constitute a very 

important class of biomaterials of growing interest in the field of biomedical applications, 

especially, as matrices for controlled drug delivery systems10. In the biodegradable polyester 

family, poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) are two well-known 

representatives, whose syntheses and properties11-13 have been extensively studied.  PLLA 

has a high tensile strength and high melting point (ca. 160 °C), but low elongation at break 

due to the brittleness that results from its high crystallinity and a glass transition temperature 

above room temperature. In addition, the thermal processing window of PLLA is narrow, 

because it undergoes thermal degradation above its melting point. In contrast, PCL has high 

flexibility while its tensile strength and melting point (ca. 60 °C) are low. Therefore, these 
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two polyesters are found to fall short of the required properties for many applications when 

they are used individually. To gain biomaterials of optimized properties from PLLA and 

PCL, two different approaches, blending and block copolymerization, are usually adopted.  

However, PCL and PLLA have been found to be incompatible.  Phase separation exists in 

both block copolymer12-13 and blend systems14, and high crystallinity for both components is 

detected.   

     We have reported an attempt to blend polymers by first forming their inclusion complex 

(IC) with cyclodextrin as the host and then coalescing the guest polymers from their CD-IC 

crystals by washing them with hot water.  In this manner, we obtained an intimately mixed 

blend of PCL and PLLA9, which are normally incompatible.  We believe that PCL and PLLA 

reside proximally at the molecular level in their common IC, and subsequent coalescence of 

PCL and PLLA from their common α-CD-IC crystals may yield an intimate mixing of PCL 

and PLLA chains, which turns the inherently immiscible PCL/PLLA pair into a compatible 

blend.  For the coalesced PCL/PLLA blend, PCL chains did not show any crystallinity, and 

only a very small fraction (~5 %) of the PLLA was crystalline. Annealing the PCL/PLLA 

blend coalesced from their common IC crystals at 200 °C, which exceeds the melting point 

of both PCL and PLLA, did not induce any further phase separation as demonstrated by DSC 

and microscopic observations.  

       These results led us to attempt the formation of similar blends with amorphous polymer 

pairs, such as polycarbonate (PC)/poly(methyl methacrylate)15.  Again, intimately mixed 

blends were obtained via coalescence from their common CD-IC. Based on these results, we 

hoped that this method may also apply to block copolymer systems, thereby serving to lower 

the degree of microphase separation normally obtained.  In this paper, we first describe the 
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synthesis of PCL-b-PLLA by a step, ring-opening polymerization of ε-CL and L-lactide, then 

the formation of the IC of α-CD with PCL-b-PLLA, and finally the coalescence of the block 

copolymer from the α-CD IC crystals in the hope of reducing the phase separation and 

crystallinity of both PCL and PLLA blocks.  To our knowledge, this is the first report in 

which the phase structure of a block copolymer is modified by coalescing the copolymer 

from its CD-IC.  

     PCL-b-PLLA was selected for this study, not only because PCL and PLLA 

homopolymers may simultaneously form ICs with α-CD9 and microphase separation exists 

in this copolymer system, but because PCL-b-PLLA is also a very useful biomaterial. It is 

well known that the morphology of biodegradable polymers greatly affects their material 

performance, especially their biodegradation and permeability, which are of decisive 

importance in the controlled release of drugs. Crystallization usually leads to rough surfaces 

and porous structures.  Furthermore, crystalline domains do not accommodate foreign 

molecules.  Both of these factors favor the rapid release of drugs16.  In contrast, amorphous 

polymers usually yield matrices with smooth surfaces and uniform structure17. Therefore, 

suppression of crystallinity should help improve the capacity of PCL-b-PLLA to encapsulate 

drugs and allow a more stable and more gradual release of drugs from their polymeric matrix.       

 

Experimental Section 

  Materials.  ε-caprolactone and L-lactide (both from Aldrich) were purified as described in 

the literature13.  Toluene (from Fisher) was dried over CaH2 and distilled under dry argon.  

Stannous (II) octoate (SnOct, from Aldrich), α-CD (from Cerestar Co.) and methanol (from 
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Fisher) were used as received.  1-Dodecanol (from Aldrich) was dried under high vacuum for 

24h at 60 °C, and then it was further dried by azeotropic distillation in dry toluene.  

  Synthesis of the Diblock Copolymer.  Diblock copolymer was synthesized by a method 

similar to that reported previously.13  Monohydroxyl PCL was first synthesized by using 1-

dodecanol as an initiator and was subsequently used as a macroinitiator of polymerization of 

L-lactide to yield the diblock copolymer (Scheme 1).  Typically, ε-CL, SnOct (ca. 0.1 % of 

ε-CL in molar amount) and 1-dodecanol were weighed into a round-bottomed flask equipped 

with a magnetic stirring bar.  The flask was sealed under argon and was immersed in an oil 

bath at 115 °C for 24 h.   The product was purified by precipitating into cold methanol from 

dichloromethane solution.  After being vacuum dried for 48 h at 40 °C, the prepolymer was 

further dried by repeated azeotropic distillation in toluene before serving as the 

macroinitiator of polymerization of L-lactide.  Under dry argon atmosphere, the 

polymerization of L-lactide catalyzed by SnOct (0.1 % of L-lactide in molar amount) was 

performed at 115 °C for 24 h in toluene solution.  To purify the copolymer, it was 

precipitated into cold methanol from toluene solution and subsequently from 

dichloromethane solution.  The purified copolymer was dried for 48 h at 40 °C in a vacuum 

oven.  

   Preparation of Samples.  To prepare the inclusion complex, α-CD (15 g as received) was 

dissolved in distilled water (60 ml) and heated to 60 °C in a flask equipped with a condenser. 

PCL-b-PLLA (0.7 g) was dissolved in acetone (150 ml) and heated to 50 °C.  Then the 

polymer solution was added dropwise to the α-CD solution.  After stirring for 3 h at 60 °C, 

the solution was allowed to cool to room temperature while continuously stirring overnight.  

A white powder was collected by filtration and then washed repeatedly with dichloromethane 
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and water to remove free polymer and uncomplexed α-CD, respectively. Finally, the IC was 

dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 48 h.  The coalesced sample was prepared by the same 

method we reported previously9. 

   Sample Characterization.  Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis was carried 

out using a Waters Styragel HR4 104 Å WAT044225 column with THF as an eluent and 

PMMA standards (Waters and American Polymer Standards) for column calibration.  The 

eluent was analyzed with a Differential Refractometer R401 (Waters) together with a Model 

730 Data Module (Waters).                                                                                 

    1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 300MHz DPX spectrometer in CDCl3 at room 

temperature.  

     DSC measurements were performed at a heating rate of 10°C/min on a Perkin-Elmer 

differential scanning calorimeter (DSC-7) calibrated with indium.    

     The thermal stabilities of as-synthesized copolymer, α-CD-copolymer IC, and coalesced 

copolymer samples were measured with a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 thermogravimetric analyzer 

(TGA) at a heating rate of 20°C/min.   

     Powder X-ray diffraction analysis was conducted with a Seimens type-F X-ray 

diffractometer (30kV, 20mA) using Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation. The specimens were 

mounted on aluminum frames and scanned from 5 to 40° (2θ) at a speed of 1.2°/min.  

     The FTIR spectral studies were carried out in a Nicolet 510P FTIR spectrometer in the 

range between 4000 and 750 cm-1, with a resolution of 2  cm-1. All powder samples were 

pressed into KBr pellets for the FTIR measurements. 
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Results and Discussion 
  Characterization of the Block Copolymer. The 1H NMR spectrum shown in Figure 1 

agrees well with the expected block structure of the copolymer.  It is noteworthy that no peak 

at 3.65 ppm corresponding to the HOCH2- methylene proton signal of the PCL 

prepolymer12,13 can be detected in the spectrum of the copolymer.  Moreover, the GPC curve 

of the copolymer exhibits a unimodal distribution and an increase in molecular weight after 

copolymerization. Therefore, 1H NMR and GPC measurements confirm that a well-defined 

diblock copolymer of PCL and PLLA was synthesized successfully.  We are also able to 

calculate the copolymer composition (i.e. block lengths) from integration of characteristic 

peaks attributed to the PLLA block (e.g. methine carbon peak d at 5.15 ppm) as well as the 

PCL block (e.g. -C(=O)-CH2- peak b at ~2.3 ppm). The molecular characteristics of PCL-b-

PLLA obtained from GPC and 1H NMR measurements are summarized in Table 1.   

  FTIR analysis. Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra of the coalesced copolymer sample, as-

synthesized copolymer, the copolymer inclusion complex, and α-CD.  The copolymer is 

characterized by strong and distinct peaks at ~1726 cm-1 (s, νC=O of PCL block) and ~1759 

cm-1 (s, νC=O of PLLA block).  α-CD is characterized by the three most intense bands at 1158 

cm-1 (antisymmetric νs of the C-O-C glycosidic bridge), 1079 and 1026 cm-1 (coupled νs(C-

C/C-O)).18,19  The spectrum of the block copolymer α-CD IC shows signals from copolymer 

and α-CD indicating that both α-CD and copolymer exist in the inclusion complex, although 

we cannot be sure if copolymer has been included by α-CD based on this information alone.  

On the other hand, it is clear that α-CD molecules were successfully removed during the 

coalescence process, because the spectrum of the coalesced sample does not show any 

recognizable signal from α-CD.  
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     Expansion of the carbonyl region of the spectra, as shown in Figure 3, gives us very 

helpful information concerning the formation of IC and the phase structures of the coalesced 

and as-synthesized copolymer samples.  In Figure 3, the carbonyl absorption of the PLLA 

block is not well resolved into amorphous and crystalline bands for all samples. Therefore we 

are not able to study the changes in phase structure of PLLA domains from the FTIR 

measurements.  However, the PCL carbonyl absorption band of the as-synthesized 

copolymer are well resolved into a peak at 1726cm-1 and a prominent shoulder at 1736cm-1, 

corresponding to the carbonyl absorption of the crystalline PCL phase and that of the 

amorphous PCL regions, respectively, according to previous research on semicrystalline 

PCL20.  As shown in Figure 3, the C=O absorption of crystalline PCL regions completely 

disappears, and only the C=O absorption of noncrystalline PCL blocks is detected in the 

spectrum of the IC.  This result indicates that no crystalline PCL phase exists in the inclusion 

complex, and all polymer chains have been involved in the inclusion process.  Very 

interestingly, the absorption of crystalline PCL regions at 1726 cm-1 becomes weak and 

appears as a shoulder, while the absorption of the amorphous PCL regions at 1736 cm-1 is 

much stronger and becomes the main peak, in the spectrum of the coalesced sample. This 

result at least demonstrates that the crystallization of PCL blocks has been significantly 

suppressed in the coalesced sample.  

   X-ray Diffraction.  The wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of α-CD, as-synthesized 

copolymer, α-CD-copolymer IC, and the coalesced copolymer sample are presented in 

Figure 4.  The diffraction pattern of as-synthesized copolymer clearly indicates the 

microphase separated character in the crystalline regions.  The characteristic peaks for PLLA 

crystalline phase21 are observed at 16.5° and 18.7°, and the characteristic peaks for PCL 
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crystalline phase9 are observed at 22° and 23.8°.  Major peaks at 9.6°, 12.03°, 19.5°, and 

21.8° are observed for pure α-CD.  The diffraction pattern of α-CD-copolymer IC is not a 

simple superimposition of the copolymer pattern onto that of α-CD.  For the IC, no peaks 

corresponding to either the crystalline phases of PCL or PLLA are detected, and two 

prominent peaks are observed at 20° and 22.6° (2θ), which are well known to be 

characteristic of α-CD-based IC crystals adopting a channel structure3,6,9.  This indicates that 

copolymer and α-CD have formed an inclusion complex with a channel structure in which 

both the PCL and PLLA blocks of all copolymer chains are fully included inside the α-CD 

channel. Each copolymer chain is isolated from others by the surrounding α-CD molecules, 

and neither PCL block nor PLLA block may aggregate to form a crystalline phase other than 

the new generated IC crystals. 

    This result is consistent with the FTIR result that no carbonyl absorption attributed to the 

PCL crystalline phase can be detected in the IC spectrum.  As shown in Figure 4, the X-ray 

diffraction pattern of the coalesced sample is different from that of both as-synthesized 

copolymer and the block copolymer α-CD IC.  No diffraction peaks are observed at 20° and 

22.6° for the coalesced sample.  This demonstrates that the IC crystals were disrupted and the 

α-CD molecules were completely removed, when washing the IC crystals with hot water and 

coalescing the copolymer chains together.  This result agrees with the FTIR observation that 

no signal is detected from α-CD for the coalesced sample.  

    Diffraction peaks corresponding to PCL and PLLA crystalline phases are present in the 

diffraction pattern of the coalesced sample, but it is noteworthy that the diffraction intensity 

of both PCL and PLLA crystalline phases is much weakened in comparison with that of as-

synthesized copolymer.  On the other hand, the scattering from amorphous regions clearly 
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becomes stronger than that observed for the as-synthesized copolymer.  From these results, 

we are able to draw the conclusion that the crystallization of both PCL and PLLA blocks has 

been substantially suppressed in the coalesced sample.  Very similar results have been 

obtained not only from the previous FTIR observations, but also from TGA and DSC 

measurements, which will be discussed now. 

  Thermal analysis. The thermal decomposition behaviors of α-CD, as-synthesized 

copolymer, copolymer IC, and the coalesced block copolymer sample revealed by TGA 

measurements are shown in Figure 5.  Two significant changes in the slopes of the 

degradation curves can be observed for the as-synthesized copolymer corresponding to the 

decompositions of phase-separated PLLA and PCL blocks, respectively.  The two transitions 

almost disappear both in the IC and the coalesced samples.  The fact that the IC shows 

unimodal decomposition behavior different from that of the as-synthesized copolymer 

implies that no free copolymer exists in the IC, and both PCL and PLLA blocks of each 

copolymer chain have been fully included inside the IC channel.  In our previous research, 

when we coalesced PC/PMMA from their common IC crystals, the resulting intimate blend 

also showed unimodal decomposition behavior, while two distinct weight-loss transitions 

were observed in the TGA scans of the PC/PMMA physical blends15.  We have concluded 

based on those results that the two intimately mixed polymers have some effect on each 

other’s decomposition and the two polymers co-degrade at a molecular level in the intimate 

blends.  The similar results obtained in the present research on the coalesced block 

copolymer sample also indicate that microphase separation has been much suppressed in 

comparison with the as-synthesized copolymer.  
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    Although the coalesced sample still contains some PCL and PLLA crystals as revealed by 

FTIR, WAXD, and also, as we shall see by DSC, it appears reasonable to claim that the 

proportion of isolated PCL or PLLA phases is relatively low, and the size of crystalline 

domains is quite small. DSC measurements also show  convincing evidence indicating that 

the crystallization of both PCL and PLLA blocks has been significantly suppressed in the 

coalesced sample.   

    The first heating run DSC thermograms of α-CD, IC, and the as-synthesized and coalesced 

copolymer samples are shown in Figure 6. The copolymer α-CD IC does not show any 

thermal transitions, indicating again that in the IC both PCL and PLLA blocks of all 

copolymer chains have been included inside the cylindrical channels of α-CD.  Since the 

composition of the copolymer has been ascertained by us, as shown in Table 1, we are able to 

calculate the crystallinity of PCL and PLLA blocks based on their enthalpies of fusion 

determined by DSC measurements, with the following equation: 

Xc = ∆H / (∆H0W) 

where ∆H is the apparent enthalpy of each block indicated in DSC thermograms as melting 

enthalpy per gram of sample, ∆H0 is the melting enthalpy of the corresponding block in its 

completely crystalline state (93 J/g for PLLA22 and 139 J/g for PCL23), and w is the weight 

fraction of corresponding block calculated from the copolymer composition.  

    The thermal properties of as-synthesized and coalesced copolymers revealed in the first 

heating or cooling run DSC measurements are summarized in Table 2.  The crystallinity of 

PCL blocks in the coalesced sample has decreased to 25.2 % from 48.1 % of the as-

synthesized copolymer, nearly a 50% decrease.  In contrast, the crystallinity of the PLLA 
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blocks in the coalesced sample shows a more significant decrease from 66 % in the as-

synthesized copolymer to just 13.4%, a decrease of 79 %.   

     In addition, we have not been able to detect any glass transitions for the as-synthesized 

copolymer even when it was quenched with liquid nitrogen from a melt at 190 °C.  On the 

contrary, the coalesced sample in the first DSC heating run shows a recognizable glass 

transition around 42°C (Figure 6), which is lower than the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

pure PLLA (ca. 59 °C), but higher than that of pure PCL (ca. –60 °C) 21. These results 

indicate once more that more amorphous regions exist in the coalesced sample, as was also 

demonstrated by the X-ray and FTIR measurements.  

    Interestingly, as shown in Table 2, the melting temperatures of both PCL and PLLA blocks 

exhibit an obvious increase in the coalesced block copolymer sample, pointing to an 

enhanced thermal stability of the crystals of both blocks.  Similar results were observed in 

our earlier research on PLLA/PCL blends9.  This may imply that more extended crystals with 

less chain folding were also produced during the coalescence of our block copolymer.    

   The crystallization behavior of the coalesced sample is very different from that of as-

synthesized copolymer, as shown in Figure 7 and Table 2.  The cold crystallization 

temperature (Tcc) of PCL blocks in the coalesced sample is 12 °C higher than that of PCL 

blocks in the as-synthesized copolymer, and Tcc of PLLA blocks in the coalesced sample is 

16 °C higher than that of PLLA blocks in the as-synthesized copolymer. Considering that we 

detected a slight decrease in the Tcc of PLLA when coalescing it from the PLLA-α-CD IC 9, 

we believe that the increase in Tcc’s of PCL and PLLA blocks is not due to the chain 

extension of crystals revealed by the increased Tm’s.    Chemical and/or physical interactions 

between polymer blend components may lead to changes in their cold crystallization 
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temperatures (Tcc’s).  Therefore, attention is often paid to Tcc shifts during the study of 

component compatibility in polymer blends21,24,25.  The significant increase in the Tcc’s of 

PCL and PLLA blocks indicates that it is difficult for both of them to crystallize in the 

coalesced sample.  Further it is reasonable to conclude that PCL and PLLA blocks have been 

reasonably intimately mixed in the coalesced sample, therefore each block is not allowed to 

crystallize as easily as in the phase-separated, as-synthesized copolymer.  

     To sum up, the results of FTIR, WAXD and DSC measurements clearly show two 

features indicating the effect of the coalescence process on the phase structure of the 

copolymer.  The two blocks have been more intimately mixed and therefore the 

crystallization of both PCL and PLLA blocks has been greatly suppressed, and secondly a 

small proportion of PCL and PLLA blocks are still able to aggregate to form independently 

small crystals.  These features are theoretically reasonable, because in the process of IC 

formation, both identically oriented chains and oppositely oriented chains have the 

opportunity to reside in neighboring IC channels. Therefore, the phase transitions during IC 

formation and copolymer coalescence may be roughly illustrated as in Figure 8.  To gain 

deeper insight into the whole process, we are beginning to study the coalesced sample by 

means of various solid-state NMR techniques.           

   We have mentioned that, in the coalesced sample, the crystallinity of PCL and PLLA 

blocks has been greatly lowered by 50% and 79%, respectively.  Still, it is noteworthy that 

the decrease in the degree of crystallinity for the PLLA block is much higher than that for the 

PCL block.  To account for this phenomenon, the block lengths of the copolymer were 

calculated from its composition as revealed by the 1H NMR measurements.  Although the 

molar ratio of repeat units for the two blocks is close to 1:1, as shown in Table 1, PCL blocks 
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are much longer than PLLA blocks.  The PCL blocks contain an average of 658 bonds, while 

the PLLA blocks contain 246 bonds on average, 

in the main chain.  This means that the segments of two PCL blocks are still able to 

aggregate even in the case that two copolymer chains with completely opposite orientations 

are coalesced, according to Figure 8.  Therefore the crystallization of PCL blocks would not 

be expected to be suppressed as much as that of PLLA blocks.  

    Annealing the sample at 190°C for 30 min does not lead to a significant increase of 

crystallinity for both blocks, and the Tm’s of the PCL and PLLA blocks of the coalesced 

sample do not show obvious shifts upon annealing, as shown in Figure 6. These results 

demonstrate that the intimacy of the two blocks in the coalesced sample did not change much 

even after heating at 190 °C. 

Conclusions 
    A block copolymer of PCL and PLLA (ca. 1:1 molar ratio) was synthesized by ring-

opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone and L-lactide.  Furthermore, PCL and PLLA 

blocks were found to be able to be included simultaneously by α-CD to form an inclusion 

complex with a channel-type crystalline structure. By washing the IC crystals with hot water, 

α-CD molecules were removed and copolymer chains were coalesced. TGA, FTIR, WAXD 

and DSC measurements demonstrate that phase separation of the PCl and PLLA blocks in the 

coalesced sample has been substantially suppressed, in comparison with the as-synthesized 

copolymer. DSC measurements show that the crystallinity of PCL and PLLA blocks has 

decreased by ca. 50 % and up to 79 %, respectively, in the coalesced sample.  In addition, 

WAXD and DSC results show evidence indicating more amorphous regions exist in the 

coalesced sample. 
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     Nevertheless, some small and possibly more extended PCL and PLLA crystals, with less 

chain folding, are observed to still be present in the coalesced sample, based on the results of 

FTIR, WAXD and DSC measurements. From the copolymer composition revealed by 1H 

NMR measurement, the PCL blocks are much longer than the PLLA blocks.  Consequently, 

the segments of two PCL blocks are still able to aggregate even in the case that two 

copolymer chains with completely opposite orientations are coalesced together. Therefore, 

the suppression of PCL block crystallinity is much less than that of the PLLA blocks in the 

coalesced sample. These results allow us to surmise that, during IC formation and 

coalescence of copolymer from the IC crystals, copolymer chains of both identical and 

opposite orientations are isolated and distributed randomly into the IC channels constructed 

by α-CD molecules. Therefore, the chance for both PCL and PLLA blocks to self aggregate 

during the coalescence process is much reduced compared to the solidification of the block 

copolymer from solution.  We believe that the novel method reported here for modifying the 

phase structures of block copolymers may also be applicable to other microphase separated 

copolymer systems if both blocks of the copolymer are able to form inclusion complexes 

with CD molecules.  

     Ongoing research in our group is being conducted to improve our understanding of the 

effects of block copolymer structures (e.g. di-, tri- or multi-blocks), relative length of blocks, 

and the CD types on the morphology of both IC and coalesced block copolymer samples.   
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Table 1. Molecular characteristics of PCL-b-PLLA  
                         diblock copolymer   

 

Copolymer DPPCL
a 

(nc) 
DPPLLA

a 
(mc) 

Mn
a 

×10-3 
Mn

b 
×10-3 

Mw/Mn
b 

PCL-b-PLLA 94 82 16.8 17.2 1.37 

a calculated from the integration of characteristic signals in 1H NMR spectra. 
b determined by GPC measurements. 
c see Scheme 1. 
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Table 2. Thermal properties of as-synthesized and coalesced block  

                    copolymer samples* 

Identity 

Tm-PCL 

(°C) 

Tcc-PCL 

(°C) 
∆HPCL 

(J/g) 

Xc-PCL 

(%) 
Tm-PLLA 

(°C) 

Tcc-PLLA 

(°C) 
∆HPLLA 

(J/g) 

Xc-

PLLA 

(%) 

As-synthesized 

block copolymer 

56.1 17.6 66.89 48.1 159.7 77.9 61.42 66 

Coalesced 

sample 

63.7 29.3 35.01 25.2 164.3 93.9 12.49 13.4 

*Results of first heating and cooling run DSC measurements. ∆H’s are calculated based 

on the copolymer composition (64 % PCL fraction, in wt%). 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1.  1H NMR spectrum of as-synthesized diblock copolymer of PCL and  

                 PLLA in CDCl3. 

Figure 2.  FTIR spectra of coalesced sample (a), as-synthesized PCL-b-PLLA (b),  

                α-CD-copolymer IC (c), and α-CD (d). 

Figure 3. FTIR in the carbonyl region (s, vC=O) for as-synthesized PCL-b-PLLA  

               (a), coalesced sample (b), and α-CD-block copolymer IC (c). 

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of α-CD (a), as-synthesized PCL-b-PLLA (b),  

               α-CD-block copolymer IC (c), and coalesced block copolymer sample  

               (d). 

Figure 5. Comparison of thermal degradation behaviors observed in TGA scans. 

Figure 6. First heating run DSC thermograms of α-CD-block copolymer IC (a), 

               as-synthesized PCL-b-PLLA (b), coalesced sample (c), and coalesced  

               sample after annealing for 30 min at 190 °C (d). 

Figure 7. Cooling run DSC thermograms of as-synthesized PCL-b-PLLA, first  

                cooling (a) and second cooling (b); coalesced sample, first cooling (c)  

                and second cooling (d).  Annealing time for both samples is 10 min.  

Figure 8. Proposed phase transition of as-synthesized copolymer (a) to IC (b), and  

               to coalesced copolymer sample (c), during the processes of IC formation  

               and copolymer coalescence. 
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Abstract: A triblock copolymer (PCL-PPG-PCL, Mn=1.38×104) of poly(ε-caprolactone) 

(PCL) and poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) was synthesized by ring-opening 

polymerization of ε-caprolactone. Cyclodextrin (CD) type-dependent formation of 

inclusion complexes (ICs) between cyclodextrins and this triblock copolymer was 

studied. Only PCL blocks were incuded as guests in the  IC formed with α-cyclodextrin 

(α-CD), while both PCL and PPG blocks were included in the IC formed with γ-

cyclodextrin (γ-CD). As a result, the copolymer coalesced from its IC crystals with α-CD 

showed an increased crystallinity, while to the contrary, the copolymer coalesced from 

its IC crystals with γ-CD exhibited a decreased crystallinity, when both were compared 

to the as-synthesized triblock copolymer. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra, 

13C CP/MAS solid-state NMR, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) 

measurements were employed to study the formation of ICs, as well as to gauge the 

microphase separation in the coalesced samples. 
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Introduction 

     Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides, consisting of 6, 7 or 8 glucose units, and 

are named α-, β-, and γ-cyclodextrin.1 Supramolecular inclusion complexes (ICs) organized 

by noncovalent interactions can be formed by threading CD molecules onto polymer chains. 

Since the discovery2 by Harada et al that α-CD may form a crystalline IC with poly(ethylene 

glycol) in aqueous solution,  many kinds of linear polymeric guests with either hydrophilic or 

hydrophobic natures were found to have  the ability to form ICs with different types of CDs.  

For instance, an IC of α-CD with the biodegradable poly(ε-lysine) was obtained3 recently by 

Yui et al, and according to literature reports, ICs of CDs and aliphatic polyesters have been 

studied by several groups.4-6 

     The driving force for the threading process is due to intermolecular hydrogen bonding 

between neighboring CDs, as well as steric compatibility and hydrophobic interactions 

between host and guest molecules.7,8  Although the depth of the cavities for the three CD 

molecules is the same (7.9 Å), their cavity diameters are very different, with  ~ 4.5 Å, 7 Å 

and 8.5-9 Å diameters for  α-, β- and γ-CD, respectively.9 Therefore, CDs have been found to 

behave very differently in forming ICs with specific polymer chains. Harada et al. reported10 

that poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) of any molecular weight does not form ICs with α-CD due 

to the steric hindrance of the side methyl groups, while it forms ICs with both  β- and γ-CD 

in high yield. In contrast PCL forms ICs with all three CDs,11 and  each channel of the γ-CD-

PCL IC is occupied by two parallel, side-by-side PCL chains.11,12 Based on these reports, it is 

anticipated that architecture of ICs formed between CDs and PCL-PPG-PCL are CD-type 

dependent. Consequently, coalescing the copolymer chains from different ICs might result in 

samples with different phase structures.  
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     We reported very recently attempts to suppress the phase separation in immiscible 

polymer blends or micro-phase separated block copolymer systems by first forming their 

common ICs with CDs, then coalescing the guest polymers from the IC crystals by washing 

the ICs with hot water. In this manner, we obtained two intimately mixed blends from 

poly(methyl methacrylate)/polycarbonate (PMMA/PC)13 and PCL/PLLA14 pairs. 

Furthermore, we obtained a block copolymer of poly(ε-caprolactone) and poly(L-lactide), 

PCL-b-PLLA, with very low crystallinity when coalesced from its α-CD-IC.15  

      In this paper, IC formation of PCL-PPG-PCL with α- and γ-CD, and the phase separation 

in copolymer samples coalesced from the two different ICs were studied. Very interestingly, 

the copolymer sample coalesced from α-CD-copolymer IC exhibited an increase in the 

crystallinity of PCL blocks, while the copolymer sample coalesced from γ-CD-copolymer IC 

showed a decrease in the crystallinity of PCL blocks, when both were compared to the as-

synthesized triblock copolymer. 

  

Experimental  

  Materials.  ε-Caprolactone (ε-CL) was dried over CaH2 and distilled at reduced pressure 

under the protection of dry argon. Toluene (from Fisher) was dried over CaH2 and distilled 

under dry argon.  CDs (from Cerestar Co.), hexane, dichloromethane, and methanol (from 

Fisher) were used as received.  All solvents were of analytic grade. Hydroxyl-terminated 

poly(propylene glycol) (PPG, Mn= 3500, from Aldrich) was dried by azeotropic distillation 

in dry toluene.  

    Synthesis of PCL-PPG-PCL.   The triblock copolymer was synthesized using PPG-diol 

and SnOct as an initiator and a catalyst, respectively.  Typically, ε-CL, SnOct (ca. 0.1 % of ε-
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CL in molar amount) and PPG-diol were weighed into a round-bottomed flask equipped with 

a magnetic stirring bar.  The flask was sealed under argon and was immersed in an oil bath at 

115°C for 24 h.   The product was purified, by twice precipitating into cold methanol from 

dichloromethane solution, and was then vacuum dried at   40° C.  The molecular weight of 

the copolymer (1.38×104) was calculated from integrals of characteristic peaks of the PCL 

blocks at ~2.25 ppm (doublet, d, -C(=O)-CH2-) and PPG blocks at 1.07ppm (triplet, a, -CH3) 

in the 1H NMR spectrum, as shown in Figure 1.  

    Preparation of samples.  To prepare the inclusion complex, α- or γ-CD (16 g as received) 

was dissolved in distilled water (60 ml) and heated to   60° C in a flask equipped with a 

condenser. PCL-PPG-PCL (0.8 g) was dissolved in acetone (150 ml).  Then the polymer 

solution was added dropwise to the CD solution.  After stirring for 3 h at 60° C, the solution 

was allowed to cool to room temperature while continuously stirring overnight.  A white 

powder was collected by filtration and then washed repeatedly with acetone and water to 

remove free polymer and uncomplexed CD, respectively. Finally, the IC was dried in a 

vacuum oven at 40° C for 48 h.   The coalesced copolymer sample was prepared by the same 

method we reported previously.6,14   

   Measurements. The FTIR spectral studies were carried out with a Nicolet 510P FTIR 

spectrometer using a resolution of 2cm-1. All powder samples were pressed into KBr pellets 

for the FTIR measurements.  Solution 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 300MHz 

DPX spectrometer in DMSO-d6 at room temperature.  Solid-state 13C NMR data were 

collected using a Bruker DSX wide-bore system with MAS speeds of 4-5 kHz and a CP 

contact time of 1 ms. DSC measurements were performed at a heating rate of 10° C/min on a 

Perkin-Elmer differential scanning calorimeter (DSC-7) calibrated with indium. The thermal 
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decomposition behaviors of samples were measured with a Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 

thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) at a heating rate of 20° C/min.  X-ray diffraction analysis 

of powder samples was conducted with a Siemens type-F X-ray diffractometer (30kV, 

20mA) using Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation.   

 

Results and Discussion 
     The WAXD patterns of α-CD-copolymer IC and γ-CD-copolymer IC are shown in Figure 

2 and Figure 3. The WAXD pattern of pure PCL-PPG-PCL show diffraction peaks at 22° and 

23.8°, which are from crystalline PCL blocks.15 The diffraction patterns of the two ICs are 

very different from those of the copolymer and α- or γ-CD, and obviously are not simple 

superpositions of the IC components. No diffraction peaks corresponding to the crystalline 

phase of PCL blocks were detected in the two ICs.  For the α-CD-copolymer IC, two 

prominent peaks were observed at 20° and 22.6° (2θ), which are well known to be 

characteristic of α-CD-based IC crystals adopting a channel structure.3,10,14 For the γ-CD-

copolymer IC, a new strong diffraction peak was observed at 7.6°, which is well known to be  

characteristic of γ-CD-based IC crystals adopting a channel structure.10,11,16 The 7.6° peak 

characteristic of channel structure γ-ICs is not present in the diffraction pattern of pure γ-CD, 

because it adopts a cage structure.10,11 

     These results indicate that copolymer and α- as well as γ-CD have formed ICs with a 

channel structure in which at least the PCL blocks of the copolymer chains are fully included 

inside the α- or γ-CD channels. Each or pairs of PCL blocks are isolated from others by the 

surrounding α- or γ-CD molecules, therefore PCL blocks may not aggregate to form a 

crystalline phase other than the new generated IC crystals. Since the atactic PPG block is 
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completely amorphous and therefore does not show any diffraction peaks, it is not clear 

whether or not the PPG blocks have also been included based on the WAXD measurement. 

The formation of two ICs was studied further by FTIR, solid-state CP/MAS 13C NMR, DSC 

and TGA measurements.   

      The solid-state CP/MAS 13C NMR spectra of γ-CD and γ-CD-copolymer IC are shown in 

Figure 4.  The spectrum of γ-CD in the uncomplexed state shows strong splitting for all C1~6 

resonances indicating that γ-CD molecules are in a rigid, less symmetric cyclic conformation.  

On the contrary, for the two ICs prepared in this paper, all 13C resonances of γ-CD showed 

reduced splitting. This indicates that γ-CD in the ICs has adopted a more symmetric cyclic 

conformation. Comparable results were obtained for the α-CD-copolymer IC.  Similar 

observations, which are believed to support the formation of ICs between CDs and polymers, 

have been observed in the solid-state CP/MAS 13C NMR spectra of ICs of various polymers 

formed with different CDs.3,10,16    

     We have reported that the expansion of the carbonyl regions of FTIR spectra of PCL-CD-

ICs gives us very useful information concerning their formation and the phase structures of 

their coalesced and as-synthesized samples.15  The PCL carbonyl absorption band (s, νC=O) of 

PCL-PPG-PCL is well resolved into a peak at ~1726cm-1 and a prominent shoulder at 

~1736cm-1, corresponding to the carbonyl absorption of the crystalline PCL phase and that of 

the amorphous PCL regions, respectively, according to previous research on semicrystalline 

PCL.17 As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the C=O absorption of crystalline PCL regions 

completely disappears, and only the C=O absorption of noncrystalline PCL blocks is detected 

in the spectrum of the ICs.  This result indicates that, consistent with the WAXD 
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measurement results, no crystalline PCL phase exists in the two ICs and all PCL blocks have 

been involved in the inclusion process.    

     TGA scans are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. As-synthesized copolymer shows two 

distinct decomposition transitions corresponding to the decompositions of PCL and PPG 

block, respectively. On the contrary, the γ-CD-copolymer IC exhibits, as shown in Figure 7, a 

single thermal decomposition transition, indicating that no or negligible amounts of free γ-

CD exist and both PCL and PPG blocks of each copolymer chain were fully included. In 

contrast, the α-CD-copolymer IC exhibits two thermal decomposition transitions, i.e., a clear 

decomposition transition of PPG blocks was detected, as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, PPG 

blocks are not included in the α-CD-copolymer IC channel, though the PCL blocs have been 

included. These results are consistent with the previous reports that α-CD does not form IC 

with PPG.10 

     In the DSC measurements of as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL, a strong melting peak for the  

PCL blocks was observed. Although the atactic PPG is completely amorphous, the glass 

transition of the PPG blocks is too weak to be detected, because the PPG block is too short 

(DP=60). No fusion peak was observed for the two ICs in the heating run, which indicates 

again that PCL blocks have been included in both CD-ICs.  

       From the results discussed above, we concluded that, in the γ-CD-copolymer IC, both 

PCL and PPG blocks have been included, while in the α-CD-copolymer IC only PCL blocks 

have been included.   

      We reported very recently attempts to suppress the phase separation in block copolymers 

by first forming their inclusion complexes with CDs as the host, then coalescing the guest 

copolymers from their CD-IC crystals, by washing the ICs with hot water. In this manner, we 
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obtained a coalesced sample of PCL-b-PLLA with very low crystallinity, i.e., decrease in 

crystallinity of ca. 50 % and up to 79 % for PCL and poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) blocks 

respectively, was detected in DSC measurements of the coalesced sample.15 In the present 

work, the crystallinities (χc) of PCL blocks in the samples coalesced from γ-CD-copolymer 

IC and from α-CD-copolymer IC were investigated. DSC results shown in Table 1, however, 

indicate opposite changes in the PCL crystallinity for the two coalesced samples, compared 

to the as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL. The crystallinity of PCL blocks in the sample 

coalesced from γ-CD-copolymer IC decreased, while the crystallinity of PCL blocks in the 

sample coalesced from α-CD-copolymer IC showed an obvious increase. Melting 

temperatures of the PCL blocks  (Tm) in both coalesced samples increased slightly, which are 

consistent with the results discovered in the coalesced sample from α-CD/PCL-b-PLLA IC.  

    The expansion of the carbonyl region of the FTIR spectra, as shown in Figure 4, also 

shows evidence that the crystallinity of PCL blocks in the sample coalesced from α-CD-

copolymer IC is higher than that of PCL blocks in the as-synthesized copolymer sample.  The 

νC=O band of PCL becomes sharper and the non-crystalline νC=O shoulder at 1736 cm-1 

becomes weaker. In contrast, the νC=O band of PCL blocks in the sample coalesced from γ-

CD-copolymer IC does not show obvious changes compared to that of PCL blocks in the as-

synthesized copolymer, probably because the decrease of PCL crystallinity in the coaleseced 

sample, as revealed by DSC measurement, was too small for detection by FTIR. 

    Considering the structural differences between the two IC samples, the opposing changes 

in the PCL crystallinity of the two coalesced samples are not unexpected. Since only PCL 

blocks are included in the α-CD-copolymer IC, the neighboring IC channels should be filled 

only with extended PCL blocks.  Therefore, PCL blocks will aggregate easily when the CD 
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molecules are washed way. Although PPG may affect the crystallization of PCL blocks in the 

as-synthesized copolymer, the aggregation of neighboring PCL blocks should not be affected 

by the uncomplexed PPG blocks in the process of copolymer coalescence. Therefore, the 

observed increased crystallinity of PCL blocks in this coalesced sample is reasonable. In 

contrast, PCL and PPG blocks should have the opportunity to be included in neighboring 

channels of the γ-CD-copolymer IC, since both PCL and PPG blocks have been included. 

This means that the aggregation of some PCL blocks might be hindered by PPG blocks in the 

process of copolymer coalescence, as  occurred with PCL-b-PLLA.15 Therefore, a decrease 

in PCL crystallinity for  this coalesced sample also seems reasonable.  

 

Conclusions 

    Triblock copolymer, PCL-PPG-PCL, was synthesized by coordinated ring-opening 

polymerization of ε-caprolactone with PPG-diol as the initiator. In the IC of PCL-PPG-PCL 

and α-CD, only PCL blocks were included. In contrast, both PCL and PPG blocks were 

included in the IC of PCL-PPG-PCL and γ-CD. Consequently, coalescence of the copolymer 

chains from these two CD-ICs yielded samples showing opposite changes in the PCL block 

crystallinity. The crystallinity of the sample coalesced from α-CD-copolymer IC is obviously 

higher than that of the as-synthesized copolymer. On the contrary, the crystallinity of the 

sample coalesced from γ-CD-copolymer IC is lower than that of the as-synthesized 

copolymer. 
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Table 1. Thermal properties and crystallinity of various PCL-PPG-PCL 

                triblock copolymer samples  as revealed by DSC  

Identity Tm-PCL 
(°C) 

∆HPCL 
(J/g-sample) 

χc-PCL
* 

(%) 

As-synthesized copolymer 57.3 58.62 56.5 

Sample coalesced from 
α-CD-copolymer IC 63.8 76.84 74.1 

Sample coalesced  from 
γ-CD-copolymer IC 63.0 51.33 49.5 

 

*PCL fraction in the copolymer is 74.6 % (in wt%) according to the       1H NMR results, 
and see ref. 15 for χc calculation. 
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Figure Captions 
 

Figure 1.  1H NMR spectrum of as-synthesized triblock copolymer of PCL 

                and PPG in CDCl3. 

Figure 2.  X-ray diffraction patterns of α-CD (a), as-synthesized PCL-PPG-  

                PCL (b), and α-CD-copolymer IC (c). 

Figure 3.  X-ray diffraction patterns of γ-CD (a), as-synthesized PCL-PPG-  

                PCL (b), and γ-CD-copolymer IC (c). 

Figure 4.  13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of γ-CD-copolymer IC (a) and  

                γ-CD (b). 

Figure 5.  FTIR spectra of as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL(a), the sample  

                coalesced from α-CD-copolymer IC (b), and α-CD-copolymer IC  

                (c). 

Figure 6.  FTIR spectra of as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL (a), the sample  

                 coalesced from γ-CD-copolymer IC (b), and γ-CD-copolymer IC  

                 (c). 

Figure 7. TGA scans of γ-CD (a), as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL (b), and γ-  

               CD-copolymer IC (c). 

Figure 8. TGA scans of α-CD (a), as-synthesized PCL-PPG-PCL (b), and α-CD-copolymer 

IC (c). 
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